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Eastern Washington University/Cheney,_Washington

Cost Victimizes
Health Care Here
By Cindi F.ine
A~sociate News Editor

Health care at Eastern, like most colleges and universities, is fast
becoming a casualty of rapidly rising costs and limited budgets.
Although services at the health center are very limited, Eastern
leads CWU and WWU in some areas. For example, neither of those
schools offer the 24-hour emergency or in-patient care that Eastern
does. After the health centers close, students are on their own should
they become ill. Of course, both Bellingham and Ellensburg have
hospitals in the community.
However, at Eastern's health center contraceptive services are
nonexistent. Pregnancy testing is done but prevention is not. Students
may see clinic doctors as private patients (and pay regular fees ) or
are referred to the Spokane County Health Clinic in Cheney where
these services are available on a sliding fee scale. No one is refused
because of inability to pay.
In contrast to this, Central offers a women's clinic where for a
yearly fee of $10 women receive contra~eptive counseling, yearly
physicals, lab work and contraceptives. In Bellingham students are
referred to the local Planned Parenthood Clinic.
Free services offered at Eastern's health clinic to full-time
students are diagnosis and treatment of illness and up to five days of
in-patient care. Daryl Hagie, provost for student affairs, said the
health center has room for 14 overnight patients, but that these
facilities get a minimal amount of use.
A STUDENT RECEIVES some of the minimal care provided free at the Student Health Center.·
Treatment at the clinic may include the use of X-rays and
laboratory
facilities but since free prescriptions and injections were
Will Kuhlman Photo
discontinued last year free "treatment" is minimal.
Numerous excluded services are: treatment of injuries (other than
first aid), hospitalization outside of the student health center, eye
refraction, dental care, contraceptives, pregnancy (other than a
diagnostic visit), illness or injury due to drunkenness, drug· abuse,
vandalism (other than first aid ) or any criminal act, major surgery
By Kathryn Korewick
and treatment of trauma, employment physicals, excuses from class
Political Editor
durtng a real fire. "You come out
need for a full-time Attorney
of your room, see smoke bil- - for students not treated at the student health center, and ambulance
Associated Students President- General and said he might try to
service.
lowing and you panic. It's danelect Ron Weigelt said the S&A combine that job with that of a
Hagie explained that the university·contracted with Cheney Medical
gerous, for both the handicapped
budget allocation process may be Business Manager. He reiterated
Associates
Inc., (Drs. Elwin Hasse, Wilfred Gamon and J.B . Murphy )
students and other dorm resiin for a pe11iod of percentage his campaign stand of wanting
1968
to
provide
the above services and a building for the health
in
dents," he said, adding that the
demands by departments hurt graduate students in his Cabinet.
center.
only people who would be afWeigelt said the most imporunder the 30 percent that autoThe contract will not be renegotiated until 1983 ,and the contract
fected are those who get around
matically goes to athletics from tant Cabinet position he has to fill
cannot
be changed or revised unless the university buys the building,
in a wheelchair.
departmental money, adding that at this time is that of the SARB
which Hagie estimated would cost between $250,000 and $300,000.
In talking about last week's
he thought such a system would Chairman.
Money for the health center is state appropriated and comes from
Easterner, Weigelt said that
"I expect to have a dynamic
be more fair.
the student services budget and at present is $29 per full-time student
most of his objections were facWeigelt, in an interview with social activities program next
per year. That makes this year's budget $165,126.
tual errors, but distortions, callthe Easterner, said he is looking ye·a r," he said. "I need someone
Where does all of that money go? Well, a hefty chunk of
ing them "irresponsible.'' He criforward to "a very productive who can be here during the
it--$29,250-goes to the good doctors for rent on the 4,000 sq. ft. section
ticized the "Ballot Box" for imyear with the BOT, as well as summer, to plan social activities
of
the building housing the student clinic (Cheney Medical Associates
plying "all negatives" about himwith the administration'' in work- for fall" and possibly winter and
Inc., have offices on the other side of the building).
spring quarters. He said he'll "do
self and Jim Wallingford, while
ing on such A.S. problems as
More than $51,000 per quarter goes for maintenanc~, s~pplies and
anything" to get a big-name
"yessing Jennifer (Boulanger)."
budgets and parking.
salaries.
performer or group to come to
He estimated the "Uncouth Can-.
Weigelt said the administration
Hagie admitted that the health care situation is a difficult one. He
Eastern next year, adding that
didate" editorial cost him about
is in the process of organizing a
said
he felt that the trend is for fewer services as costs continue to rise.
there would have to be a musical
100 votes, and questio~ed every
committee to review the 40 (deSome schools are charging students an additional fee for health
compromise between rock and
paragraph in it, although he said
partmental)-60 (clubs and orservices and this may also be an option for the university.
jazz fans on campus.
there were only two factual erganizations) split of S&A fees,
Hagie invited students who are dissatisfied with the health center to
Weigelt said he plans to get to rors. "But that's his (St. John's)
which would' be made up of BOT
talk with him. As provost for student affairs he can act as a spokesman
know certain members of the freedom of the press," Weigelt
and faculty members, as well as
on
behalf of students.
state legislature and plans to go said.
some students. He said giving
to Olympia and Seattle this sumeach department a percentage
mer "so that when the session
would be more fair than the
President Weigelt
V.P. McDowell
opens,
I'll have· some ground to
present system, adding: "I think
stand on" in lobbying for EWU
A.S. should have control adjuststudents.
He added thc)t on any
ing these percentages. I'd like us
lobbying
effort
he'd like to work
(A.S.) to have power over everywith other A.S. Presidents, althing, but the BOT already set a
though he conceded that the
precedent (in the 30 percent
Washington
Association of Uniissue) and I don't. think they're
versity Students (WAUS) was
going to reverse themselves." He
''starting to go downhill.''
said he anticipated no problems
The issue of the handicapped
working with the BOT, but added
was
brought up and Weigelt said,
there had been some in the past.
partially
in answer to last week's
When queried about fine arts,
editorial, that "the last thing I
Weigelt said they should have
wanted was for anyone to see this
more money "but the fact is, the
(his third floor restriction idea
(Washington State) legislature
for
handicapped students) as a
gave us less money this year and
segregation
attempt." He said he
since we don't have the option of
wants to discuss the idea with
cutting back on athletics, we had
more
handicapped students to get
to cut back on everything else."
feelings on the matter and will
In discussing his Cabinet, Weiprobably continue to work on the
gelt said he would have only four
Committee
for the Sensory Impositions-SARB Chairman, Adpaired. I'd like to get Steve Kinn
ministrative Assistant, Publicity
on
the committee," Weigelt said.
Director and Attorney General-Weigelt said that the only reaand that he would begin adverson
he is pushing for a floor
tising in today's Easterner for
limitation
is because of the poqualified people. On the latter
tential danger caused by panic
position, Weigelt questioned the
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New President Sets Goals

..

Leg. Finds Surplus
Budgets Allocations

/

THE NEW E\VU cheerleaders are from left: Lois Heitstuman. Cindy Rhea. Leslie De Chenne.
and Jeanene 1:ay.

Sh uff.Je Due

In a special Leg. meeting Friday afternoon, Financial Affairs
Chairman Mark Nysether <No.
11) reported the Leg. had an
extra $28,000 to budget for the
coming year.
The extra amount, according to
Nysether, was "the . difference
between the original (EWlJ) projection, which is based on actual
present enrollment and the state
projection, which is preducted on
half enrollment and which the
university is required to meet.
(This amount) equals $28,000 in
extra S&tt fees," Nysether said.
Departments received about
$11,000 from the new allocation,
with 30 percent or $8,400 going
automatically to athletics. Of the
remaining $2,800 for departments, $400 went to stage operations, $500 went to choral activities, $1 ,000 to drama, $500 to
the Model United Nations and
$400 to forensics.
The A.S. was also left with
$16,800 to allocate to. various
clubs and organizations on campus. They allocated $13,500 for
the yearbook, which had ~n
severly chopped during the origi- ~
nal budget allocations several
weeks ago. They also gave $2,000
to the Chicano Club for one major
speaker and $1,300 to the Hawaiian Luau. When the first budget
was prepared, the Chicano Club
had not submitted a budget and
the Hawaiian Luau had not anticipated being active this com-

Because one cannot be on the
Leg. and Superior Court at the
same time, Berendt resigned his
Leg. seat yesterday afternoon at
5.
Rae Visser, to the Intramural
Advisory Council; Kim Wiseman,
to the Counseling, Admissions,
Registrars and Placement and
the Course and Program Approval committees; Steve Eschenbacher, to the Publication Cotnmission; Richard Hulse (No. 15),
to the ASCP; and Marc Lindsey
(No. 4), to the Student Union
Building of Control.
In her report to the Leg., Kim
Wiseman (No. 7) said that people
concerned with the possible closure of lots 10 and 15 had come
before the Ad Hoc Parking Committee. Clarke Veach, representing Pearce Hall, had said closing
Lot 10 would 0) be a waste of tax
money and not benefit the students, (2) inconvenience students
and faculty members, (3) reduce
the desirability of living in
Pearce or Dressler, with a drop
in residency and higher rates
passed onto the remaining residents, and (4) would threaten
many student activities. In his
memo, Veach stressed Lot 10 was
vital to both Pearce and Dressler.
Staff members from Patterson
Hall had also requested that Lot
15, be kept open, Wiseman said,
as it would inconvience people
working in Patterson, Isle and
Monroe Halls, as well as Tawan-

also recommended
funding for the Soccer Club and
the Women's Softball Club come
from the additional money received by athletics. The Financial Affairs Committee also recommended that all intercollegiate sports be funded from the
athletic budget.
At the A.S. meeting several
weeks ago when the original
budget was approved, both clubs
had requested, and not received,
funding from the clubs and organizations share of S&A fees.
At the regular Monday meeting, the Leg. passed Bill
77-78/283, which would estabhsh a
lecture note service. Under the
bill, students who will take the
notes "Will be paid the minimum
wages and must have gotten a
grade of B or better in the class.
Speaker Jennifer Boulanger introduced the bill after studying
the systems at the University of
Washington and WSU, stressing
that Eastern cannot afford to lose
money from the service.
The Leg. also failed to approve
Bill 77-78/280, which was related
to the Cabinet positions in the
A.S. Boulanger suggested that
they vote it down "so Ron (Weigelt) can make his own rules"
when choosing his Cabinet.
The Leg. named Denver Parmenter, a member of Ad Hoc
Parking Committee, to be its
representative at the parking
hearing held Tuesday afternoon
at Showalter Hall. They also
named and approved the following people to various A.S. committees :
Paul Berendt (No. 14) and
Terry Moses to Superior Court.

ka Commons.

M O Ve Ac CO m.0 dates st U den tIS int~::~er
A relocation proposal for the
offices of Showalter Hall has been
accepted and initiated.
Under the proposed plan, the
·Admissions and Registrar's offices currently located on the
second floor, would be relocated
to the first floor.
The Financial Aid Office will be
expanded, Certification, Grad
Studies, and the Veteran's Office
will also be organized on the main
floor. The location of the Central
Advising, Cashier and Housing
offices will not be changed.
Second floor offices would include Student Services (presently
located on the first floor), Budget
and Research, Alumni and Foundations offices, and the Academic
Provost Office.
The third floor would be or-

ganized as follows: Placement,
Purchasing, Personnel, News
Publications and Copy Center,
and Facilities Planning.
The purpose of the move is to
coordinate all the student service
offices, especially Admissions
and the registrar's offices, to the
first floor where they would be
more conspicuous to the average
student.
Russ Hartman, business manager, helped to organize the re1oca ti on plan at Showalter.
Hartman says the new location of
offices will be an advantage to
everyone involved.
The Budget and Campus Service offices have already made
their move into new offices on the
second floor. All offices should be
permanently relocated by this
fall.

now playing

May '27 PUB 7:00

SILENT M ·O VIE

The Admissions Office staff has
expressed varied thoughts about
the move, but overall they think it
is a good idea ' and are looking
forward to the extra space that
will be available.
Glen Fehler, director of admissions, said he believed the
move wouldn't be too complicated and is glad to have his
office on the first floor.
''The advantages of the move
outweigh any of the problems we
could have," said Fehler. "I
think it will be beneficial to the
students by coordinating all the
student offices on the main floor
and will make them more accessible to student traffic patterns and easier to find ."
Melanie Bell, assistant registrar, said her office is excited
about the move.
"The main concern about the
move was to place the Admissions and Registrar's offices on
the main floor to be easily accessible to students," she said.
"This way we hope to be 'r eadily
available to answer questions
and provide information and direction, overall a better service
lo new and returning Eastern
students."
Like Admissions, the Registrar's office staff is also delighted
with the extra space they will
have. "We're getting very
cramped here," said Moore.
"There is much more room in the
first floor offices and this will be
more conducive to the pulling of
our records."

1

SALES OPPORTUNITIES
· WESP,JIAR, a Seettle-bued marine el~nlca
manufacturer Is seeking ambitious, hard-driving
people to train for a career In marine sal•.
Should have electro-mechanlcal aptitude and
sales Interests. Contact WESMAR (208) 286-2420 .
for detailsI or send resume to: 906 Dexter Ave. N.
•
Seattle, WA •109.

Parking Decal Sales

Parking decals for summer,
fall and annual go on sale at the
Campus Safety Office May 30.
Several significant changes in
parking policy have been made
according to a spokesperson for
Campus Safety.
1. Vehicle registrations will be
required at the time of purchase
for all decals commencing May
30, 1978.
2. All duplicate decals must be
purchased and signed by the
person having the original decal.
3. Lot 9 decals will be sold for
daytime parking only (8 a.m. to 5
p.m. ) Lot 9 will be used for
special events parking from 5
p.m. to 8 a.m. anc.l a' special
events decal will be required or
50 cents per night will be charged. Special events decals will be
available for $7 .50.

Golden Alumni
Honoried June 9
By Liz Viall
Alumni Writer

As time passes, people age and
grow, and so do universities.
Eastern's growth will soon be
witnessed by the graduates of
1928, returning here, many for
the first time in 50 years, for 1978
commencement exercises.
Isabelle Green, director of
EWU's Alumni Association, said
Friday that the fifth annual Golden Alumni Reunion would begin
at 9 a.m. June 9 with a reception·
at the Senior Hall Lounge.
"We expect about 50 alumni,' '
Green said. "Emeritus faculty
are also our guests.''
Incentive for attendance is a
2-foot trophy which is on permanent display in the Alumni Office.
The trophy is awarded to the
class with the highest turnout.
Green said that the alumni will
be the association's guests at the
graduation ceremonies that afternoon. "All Eastern students
are invited to welcome the group
to campus, and meet them at the
morning reception,' ' she said.
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EWU Prof Enjoys Misery
By Pat Karle
Gu~st Reviewer

A Fine and Pleasant Misery
by Patrick F. McManus
[New York:, Holt, Rinehart &
Winston, 1978; 209 pp.:

If Patrick F. McManus was a
totally unknown writer, which he
certainly isn't, the temptation to
call him a voice in the wilderness
would be more difficult to resist
than it is, but McManus's monthly contributions to Field &
Stream Magazine since 1968 have
established him, at least among
the magazine's eight million
readers, as America's bestknown writer of outdoor humor:
A Fine and Pleasant Misery,
subtitled "Cautionary Tales of
the Outdoor Life," is the humorist's first publication outside the
temporal wilderness of magazines, that great forest of pulped
trees.
McManus is co-director of
Eastern's journalism program.
He is graduated from Washington
State University with a Master's
degree in English.
·

In The Great Cow Plot, McManus claims the fisherman's
greatest natural enemy is the
cow, and that his experiences
have led him to believe Castro is
training cows in Cuba for the sole
purpose of ruining America's
trout streams. Cows are out to
destroy him, McManus believes.
He carries his paranoia ( and the
motif) to absurdity, saying: "If I
stopped- to net a guppie from a
department store aquarium, a
cow would get off the elevator
and rush over to offer her advice."
Kafka, Sartre or Poe might
have written this type of story if
they had grown up, as did McManus in the wilderness surrounding Sandpoint, Idaho.
A native of the Inland Northwest--he lives in Spokane-Mc1\tlanus captures the feeling of an
·c. ·ea, which until now, has never
been adequately described, simply because it has never before
produced a writer of McManus's
skill. He is as inventive as Tom
Robbins or Richard Brautigan.
By describing his backyard as
"seventy-five square feet of crabgrass and lilacs," he creates my

'One Good Belly-Lapgher Per Story'
The book is a collection of 'n
McManus stories that appeared
over the past ten years in Field &
Stream with an introduction by
the magazine's editor Jack Samson who calls his associate editor
"the Robert Benchly of the outdoors," a comparison that I tend
to disagree with.
If I had to compare McManus
to another humorist, I'(d _choose
Woody Allen, for like ·Allen, McManus writes in first-person, basing his comedy on his own inept
behavior, which in certain situations is considerable.
"I am an expert on getting
lost,'' McManus brags in the
story The Modified Stationary
Panic, "I have been lost in nine
different countries, forty-three
cities, seven national forests,
four national parks, countless
parking lots, and one Amtrack
train. My wife claims I once got
lost riding in· an elevator in a tall
building but that is an unwarranted exaggeration."
In that simple passage, the
humorist not only makes. fun of
his own ineptness, he introduces ·
an observer who makes fun of his
ineptness as well.
McManus complains well; he is
a grea.t complainer.
"Modern technology has taken
most of the misery out of the
outdoors," he complains. "Hardship on a modern camping trip is
blowing a fuse on yo!_lr electric
underwear, having the battery
peter out on your Porta-Shaver,
or spending your last coin on a
recorded Nature Talk and then
discovering the camp Comfort &
Sanitation Center (featuring forest green tile floors and hot
showers) has pay toilets."
He is also an absurdist. Once he
seizes upon a motif, he carries it
to its most absurd ramifications.

own backyard, and the whole
Inland Northwest spins out from
that simple image.
In clarifying the difference
between the terms "creek" and
"crick," McManus writes that
creeks have none of the raucous,
vulgar, freewheeling characteristics of crick. If people, "creeks
would wear tuxedos to the opera,
and cricks would go around in
their undershirts, amusing themselves with Saturday-night fights.
"Creeks would smoke pipes;
cricks, chew and spit. Creeks
would perspire and cricks, sweat.
''Creeks tend to be pristine,'' he
writes. "Deer and poets sip from
creeks."
He concludes that since cow
give cricks their most pronounced characteristic, a single,
persistent cow, "can in a matter
of hours transform a perfectly
good creek into a crick."
Humor is the most difficult
literary form, as anyone who has
tried writing humor knows. Any.,body can inadvertantly pull a
pun. A novice may be witty. A
hack might draw a snort, and a
writer who really works may be
rewarded by a chuckle. Only a
pro like McManus can consistently evoke the guffaw, the bellylaugh, the side-splitting, incapacitating howl that catches the
reader unaware and turns his
funny bones to jelly.
I imagine that when McManus
i:., introduced as an outdoor humorist, he must bear a terrible
burden to prove it.
I .started reading this book
under the impression that it was
supposed to be funny. I opened it
thinking: "so make me laugh."
After reading a few puns, some
wit, a sentence that evoked a
chuckle, I decided he wasn't that
funny.

Then I fell into a description of
McManus and his friend, Retch
Sweeny, shooting an imaginary
hellespont he called the Chick-anout Narrows on a leaky, army
surplus raft. I laughed for about a
half an hour, rolled on the floor,
rolled up one wall, across the
ceiling and down the other wall.
And that was just one story.
McManus manages to pull out
one good belly-laugh per story,
and there are 27 stories between
the covers.
I found A Fine and Pleasant
Misery a valuable book. It cracks
that grim attitude about what we,
simply termed the "woods" before we discovered the word
"Environment."
McManus satirizes the phoney,
religious notions perpetuated by
fourth-rate poets that we enter
the wilderness to have an experience with God.
McManus seems to be saying
all that may be fine but the
wilderness will kill you if you
don't watch out. But that's where
the fun lies.
He writes in the title story:
"People nowadays seem · .to
appreciate the fact that a family
can go on an outing without being
out. But I am not one of them.
Personally, I miss old-fashioned
misery of Qld-fashioned camping. ·
"It wasn't but a couple of
decades ago that people went
camping expecting to be miserable. Half the fun of camping in

Pot Korie photo

Patrick F. McManus

those days was looking forward
to getting back home. When you
did get back home you prolonged
the enjoyment of your trip by
telling all your friends how miserable you had been. The more
you talked about the miseries of
life in the woods, the more you
wanted to get back out there and

start suffering again.''
Giving in at last to the irresistible, I'd call McManus a
voice in the wilderness, but hiking as he does the fine trail
between tragedy and comedy,
whether his is a voice laughing or
crying, I cannot quite decide.

Delta Law requires you to re.a d this
message he/ore you leave town.
· ·,

O.K.; this is goodbye! Go out and get drunk!
·Live it up! Have ·tu·n! The summer is yours!
But some time this summer, like around August 4th,
you'd better be ready to see the funniest college
movie ever created. Don't blow it!
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This summer the movie to see will be
NAfte11&1,

1,&11Pee11it

AMI AL II

A comedy from Universal Pictures

Owl Pharmacy
for all your graduation needs
'HALLMARK CARDS,
MEN'S GIJ-IS, JEWELRY
235-8441

THE MATTY SIMMONS - IVAN I\EITMAN PI\ODUCTION
"NATIONAL LAMPOON'S ANIM,c\L HOUSE" Srorrong JOHN BELUSHI. TIM MATHESON
JOHN VEI\NON · VEI\NA BLOOM · THOMAS HULCE and
DONALD SUTHEI\L.AND as JENNINGS · Produced by MATIY SIMMONS and
IVAN I\EITMAN · Music by ELMEI\ BEI\NSTEIN · Written by HAROLD RAMIS.
DOUGLAS KENNEY & CHI\IS MILLEI\ · Directed by JOHN LANDIS

Io,,ginol sound rrocru on MCA f\eco,di e, Tope$ ! A UNIVEI\W PICTUI\£
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You'll be talking about it all winter!
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Statue Rebuilt

Saco iawe a Trod it i onRev i ved

By Lori Gruber
Staff Writer

The age-old tradition of Sacajawea as the patron saint of
Eastern is coming to light this
spring as the original statue is
being restored.
Back in 1916, the graduating
class of Cheney Normal School
presented as a gift to their
college, a statue of the "Bird
Woman", Sacajawea, as a concrete token of their appreciation

to the school and as a visible
contribution to the Alma Mater.
Thus did Sacajawea become
Eastern's official hostess, symbolizing wise guidance and leadership. In the past, she has represented by a heavily fringed
plaster of Paris statue with an
outstretched arm that gave direction to the student of Eastern,
and she became an importa,nt
part of tradition here.
Sacajawea is a symbol to Eastern of a trail blazer of truth and
right. He serves as our guide
from the past and as our hostess
of the present. Her metalic representative can be found on the
main floor in the lobby at Showalter Hall.
Each year the student body
would choose a member· to take
the part of Sacajawea. This was
done by a popular vote of the
class, and nominated "Sacajaweas'' were required to have a
high academic standing. The ·selected Sacajawea reigned over
many of Eastern's school activities and led the homecoming
parade.
One of the age-old traditions
Sacajawea participated in was
the "passing of the arrow". The
chief feature of the class day
exercises was the passing of the
arrow from the president of the
A.S. to the president elect, symbolizing the exchange of political
office. The tradition was originated by the summer graduating
class of 1919 and carried on
through the mid-sixties.
The arrow was a token of
Sacajawea's charge to the students of Eastern. It represented
right, might and truth.
During the ceremony, the ar-

row was passed to the senior A.S.
president. He would hold it over
his heart, then out, and then
bowing, touch the shaft to his
head, returning the arrow to
Sacajawea who would then. pass
it to the incoming A.S. president,
saying:
Fair children of a FAVORED
RACE, to you Sacajawea comes.
Many moons ago, Sacajawea, a
captive mother, led your fathers,
the WHITE MEN, to this promised land. Now again she rises
to blaze the trail of TRUTH and
RIGHT for ages yet unborn. For
you may lead, must lead the
youth of all this INLAND EMPIRE on. Sacajawea passes the
charge to you. LEAD ON! The
Great Spirit wills it. Lead on! .
Your heart accept the charge.
As a token of her charge to you,
Sacajawea brings this arrow. Its
head is Right; its shaft is Might;
and Might and Right are guided
in their flight by these feathered
Wings of Truth. Think well, my
children. Make ready your hearts
to pass the arrow. Let each who
bows the head to touch the shaft
be filled with migh~ to strive for
right and tl-uth.
'To you, President of the Senior
Class, Sacajawea transfers the
trust of guardianship of this
sacred shrine of our hearts.
'And now, to all of you, loyal
hearts and true, as down the
vistas of the moons to come, you
gaze to such a time as this when
you too, shall pass the arrow,
purge all but worthiness from
.YOUr hearts that naught but honor's self may ever touch this
emblem of our fondest and most
cherished hopes for Alma Mater."
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DEBBIE CALL MODELS the traditional Sacajewea robe.

That wa~ a ,lot to say, wasn't it?
The doeskin robes worn by
Sacajawea were hand-made by a
Cheyenne indian in ·Oklahoma
and are on display in Showalter
Hall on the second floor near the
Auditorium. The arrow used in
the ceremony was made by a
Colville Indian. The arrow can
not be fourtd anywhere.
Over the years, the original
statue of Sacajawea was subject
to many permanent physical abuses and often the kidnapped
victim during school rivalries.
Because of its use as a chinning
bar, Sacajawea's outstretched
arm has been lost. In 1960 she was
replaced by a more modern
version of the "Bird Woman." A

thin, frail metalic Sacajawea replaced the massive plaster-of-Paris figure.
Kathy Fleming of the Alumni
Office has rediscovered the original statue of Sacajawea and has
secured her in the basement of
Hargraves· Hall while restorations are being completed. John
Ross, professor of Anthropology,
has offered to do the work.
Most of the red and blue ink has
been removed from Sacajawea's
eyesockets and from around her
mouth . Ross plans to design an
arm to replace the missing limb .
Hopefully, Sacajawea's resurrection will be completed by this fall
and she will once again take her
place in Showalter Hall.

en
Must work Fall, Winter, and Spring·
quarter. Salary $2~0 a quarter. Graduate or upperclass standing desired but not ·required. Apply now in
the Associated Student Office, PUB
third floor.
1. Administrative Assistant - Shall maintain a current file on all members of administrative, faculty and student committees. Maintain an active file of all active clubs, organizations, and living groups, their officers, meeting times, and meeting places. Other
responsibilities.as designated.
2. Attorney General - Shall be the Chief legal officer of theAS of EWv~ legal advisor to
the AS President; represent AS of EWU in the Campus Court· system, and prosecute
all violations of AS of EWU legislation and Constitution. Shall ·also serve as traffic
~our:t judge hearing all appeals of parking violations.
3. Publicity Director-ls responsible for all publicity, press releases, and communications from the AS of EWU to the, students and public, directed by the AS of EWU
President. And in addition supervises the making of all posters made on AS of EWU
equipment. Other duties as designated.

Commencement
Set For June 9

lans

aged by administr tors.
Sen. Warren G. Magnusen
This is the secon year for use
will give the keynote address at
the Eastern Washington Univer- of the staff-like w en mace iµ
graduation cerem nies. It was
sity Commencement at 8 p.m. on
·
designed
and co structed by
June 9 in the Pavilion.
Drama Dept. Chai man Norman
Magnusen's speech will follow
Boulanger a:nd giv n to Eastern
the individual Eastern school and
as a gift.
college graduation convocations
For students w o haven't yet
and a Grande Marche through
rented
caps and go n mandatory
the campus.
for participation in the comThe Grande Marche begins at
mencement, book tore officials
7:40 p.m., from the ramp of
say some may sti be gotten by
Patterson Hall led by Dr.
calling Ft. Wright ollege now at
Richard Miller bearing a 51h foot,
328-2970 or SFCC t 535-0641 the
wooden ceremonial mace.
first week of June.
With flags of the United States,
As official com encement esWashington and Eastern waving
corts ROTC cadets will help
overhead the procession of gradguide persons to th~ marche from
uates, their friends and relatives,
individual convoftions at the
facuity, administrators and trustees led by Miller will wind its
following times a~~ocations.
way across campus to the Pav· SCHOOL OF Fir~ ARTS-Muilion.
sic Recital Hall, f :30 p.m. Students must pick Jup tickets for
Miller was granted the honor of
being mace-bearer as the present
seating from theid: departments.
B.A. 's in Educat~on first go to
faculty member with the most
School of Human! Learning and
years of service to Eastern. He
has taught English here since
Development coJ vocation at 5
1940.
p.m. in the PUB.
COLLEGE OF ETTERS AND
According to Commencement
SCIENCES-Pavil on, 6: 15 p.m.
Marshall Edith Bucklin, facuity
No tickets necess ry.
attendance at graduation exerSCHOOL OF B SINESS AND
cises is being strongly encourADMINISTRATI N--Showalter
Auditorium, 6: ~ p.m Contact
school for seating arrangements.
SCHOOL OF H MAN LEARNING AND DE LOPMENT-PUB Multipurpose Room, 5 p.m.
Contact departm nts for formal
invitations.
SCHOOL OF S CIAL WORK-Kingston Hall, 6 .m . No tickets
necessary.
DIVISION
F HEALTH
SCIENCES AND CENTER FOR
NURSING EDU ATION--Martin
Hall, 6:30 p.m. o tickets necessary.
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Athletic Cha-.rlQes Discussed
The issue of improving Eastern 's athletic program and possible involvement in the Big Sky
Athletic Conference was discussed at the Board of Trustees
meeting May 22.
President H. George Frederickson said the question of joining
Big Sky was a " moot question"
and the issue at hand was whether or not Eastern should embark on a program to " improve"
the athletic program at Eastern.
In an open discussion format,
the major concerns centered
around the educational benefits
of expanding the athletic program and possible enrollment
benefits for the university.
Athletic Director Jerry Martin
said Ea~tern's ~jlb9r~wl from
the Evergreen Conference has
been beneficial to recruiting efforts at Eastern because now
Eastern has a chance to see "the
first rate players rather than the
second team players that were
available to us while we were in
Evergreen."
Orland Killin, chairman of the
Academic Senate, said faculty
members generally were not opposed to improving the athletic
program or possibility entering
Big Sky so long as the necessary
funding wasn't taken from any
academic or departmentally related budgets.
Trustee Bruce McPhaden questioned what " improvement of
athletics" was and what advantages or disadvantages may accrue for the university.
Though no action was taken by
the board, McPhaden did recommend the board charge the Athletic Policy Board to "make educational sense" of improving

athletics.
In other business, the board
a pproved a proposal to begin
formally organizing a School of
P ublic Administration which
would combine the Center of
Ur ban and Regional Studies, department of government, graduate program in public administration, criminal justice program and environmental studies
center.
The Board also announced faculty pay increases would be held
to an average of 5 percent as
suggested by the governor and

the state legislature.
Dr. Frederickson's increase
will also be held to 5 percent. The
board also established a maximum salary for the president
at $49,600. This level is below that
of the other state higher education institutions.
Tr ustee F red Enlow, a member
of the board's Budget and Finance Committee, recommended
the board approve the Associated
Students budgets during its J une
meeting as they had been presented to the committee earlier that
day.

Weigelt Wins Election
In a 621-511 vote, Ron Weigelt
won the A.S. Presidency for the
coming year over Leg. Speaker
Jennifer Boulanger in the general
election with a majority of 54.86
percent.
Weigelt's running mate, Fred
McDowell, captured 614 votes to
the 498 cast for Kim Eaton. The
percentage breakdown in that
race was 55.22 to 44.78.
There were two Presidential
write-in votes for Mary Wolch
and Mike Webster, and one each
for Lon Hoyte and out-going
President Jeff Tomson. Herbert
Custerd picked up one vote in the
Vice-Presidential race.
Two of the Leg. positions on the
ballot, Nos. 1 and 4, were won by
Jody Williams and Marc Lindsey,
respectively. Williams ran
against Paul Berendt, winning by
a 562-452 vote. Lindsey defeated
Kevin Mangan by a vote of
561-412. Both were seated at the
Monday meeting to start on their
terms, and will be up for re-election in the fall.
~.,or Position 11, Denver Par-

menter won with 506 votes,
against Lonnie Cox with 481 and
David Balcom with two write-ins.
Vicki Elder, who lost the primary to Kathy Svinth in her quest
for P9sition 12, gained ground
during campaign week and was
elected with 516 votes. Svinth
received 461.
Melody Lewis, who had been
running with Svinth, beat Steve
Kinn in a 575-450 vote for Position
13.

While Michael Leahy was easily elected to Position 14 with 603
votes, he also had the most opponents. Coming in second was
James Robertson with 382, followed by write-in candidates Roger Boesel, PUB Director Curt
Huff and Mary Wolch. All the
write-ins received one vote.
Dressler Dorm President TerryI Ross was elected to Position
15 by the largest Leg. vote, 613,
defeating incumbant Richard
Hulse. Hulse only picked up ·346
votes in his bid for re-election,
and write-in candidate Mike Webster got three.

Needs a c airperso~. Administrative posilion.
$1000 per year salary plus fringe benifits.
Responsib e· for; five large dances, ltlomecoming, cone rts, other social acti~ities. Organizational skills required as well as business
managem nt skills. Graduate or upperclass
stan.d i~g Bsired bat not mandatory.
•

•

Apply 1mm diately 1n the A.S. Office, PUB third floor.
Ron Weigelt, A.S. President

Soci I Activities Review Board
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Parking LotClosureOpposed
By Julie Norbeck
News Editor

The Campus Planning Committee sought public reaction
both pro and con Tuesday on a
plan to close two core area
parking lots, but the reaction
they got was overwhelmingly
negative.
The proposal to close lot 10 by
the Pence Union Building and Lot
15 behind Tawanka drew fire
from almost every segment of the
campus and surrounding community attending the public
hearing.
CPC Chairman Joseph Luther
told those gathered in Showalter
Auditorium the CPC was an advisory, not decision-making body .
Listing a number of parking
and traffic circulation policies
the CPC has developed in recent
months, Luther said the most
critical one was a duplicate of the
long range plan adopted by the
Board of Trustees.
" They (BOT) approved a plan
seven or eight years ago which
called for elimination of all parking in the campus core," he said.
"Lots 10 and 15 are in conflict
with the plan."
He said the CPC will announce
at a special meeting at 3:00 p.m.
May 30 in Isle Hall rm. 137 the
recommendation it will make to
the Business Affairs Council.
Other related CPC parking po-·
licies were concerned with energy conservation through discouragement of private transportation, campus aesthetics, western
movement of campus facilities,
relations with Cheney and alleviation of auto-pedestrian conflicts, Luther said.

According to Facilities Planning Director Wayne Loomis a
1963 BOT--commissioned study
by an architectural firm recommending the removal of streets
and parking within the campus
core was reaffirmed by a similar
study in 1969.
The later study also recommended any expansion of Eastern facilities be towards the west
of campus thus respecting the
city of Cheney by not "intruding"
on it with major buildings, Loomis said.
Fred Hurand, planning professor, commended the CPC on
an "excellent" plan and said the
idea that walking from peripheral lots would prove too inconvenient for students was a "spurious" one.
He said the spaces lost would
be replaced by proposed peripheral lots, lots 10 and 15 were
"eyesores," and that the plan
would reduce pedestrian-auto
conflicts and pollution from cars .
"Everything on this campus is
within a 10--minute walk," he
said. " I see no need for these lots.
but I feel like the Lone Ranger
here. "
Early in the meeting Luther
urged speakers to stick to facts
saying the CPC was interested in
opinions but would base their
recommendation on " finding of
fact. "
Characterising the proposal as
" lousy ," Physics Professor
James Marshall said it didn't
reflect the commuter nature of
Eastern.
Cheney Mayor Tom Trulove
said students wouldn't use the
new peripheral lots and the clo-

sure of 10 and 15 would add to
Cheney 's street parking problem.
He also accused the CPC of not
trying to cooperate and communicate with Cheney city officials on the matter.
"I found out about this thing
almost by accident when I read it
in the FOCUS," he said.
A.S. Legislator Denver Parmenter said an A.S. Ad Hoc
Parking Committee concluded
the closures would increase housing costs in the long run by
making nearby Pearce and Dressler less desirable dorms.
He charged that the proposal
was a waste of student money
and could lead to safety problems
for women students having to
walk from peripheral lots on the
west side of campus.
Both State Sen. Sam Guess and
PUB Director Curt Huff said the
closures would make it harder for
visitors unfamiliar with campus
to find their way aroun~, giving
them a bad impression of Eastern.
Closure of 10 would also discourage attendance at nighttime
student activities in. "the PUB,
said Huff and Parmenter.
After reading letters opposing
the closures from virtually all
campus housing units, Clark
Veache, president-elect of
Pearce Hall, disputed CPC's
claim that the closure would
minimize auto-pedestrian conflicts.
"Speed bumps would be a better solution to any problem that
exists," he s~id. "But bus traffic
arround the PUB is the big
problem and that would still
remain with closure of lot 10."

THE UNCOMMON IMPORT
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Karen DeCrow, former President of the N~tional Organization of
Wo~en speaks today at 1 p.m in Martin Auditorium .

Past NOW President
To Speak on Sexis:in
Author and former president of
the National Organization for
Women, Karen De Crow, will be
speaking on the Eastern Washington University campus on
Thursday, May 25th.
Author of "Sexist Justice" and
" The Young Woman's Guide to
Liberation," Ms. De Crow will be
welcomed at a reception to be
held at the Women's Center from
12 noon to 1 p.m. Everyone is
invited.
Speaking on "The Rapidly
Changing World of Women and
Men," Ms. De Crow will give her
main address at 1 p.m. in Martin
Auditorium. A question-andanswer session will follow. From
2 p.m. to 3 p.m., there will be an
informal discussion with Ms.De
Crow at the Women's Center.
Ms. De Crow holds a m ·degree
from Syracuse University's Col-

lege of Law and a BS in Journalism from Northwestern University. Her articles have appeared in numerous publications,
including "Adult Leadership, The
Beacon, The Judge, Mademoiselle and Event: A Journal of
Public Affairs."
In 1975, Ms. De Crow was
invited to Greece to address that
country's feminists . She was also
invited to Moscow to attend the
International Conference of
Young Women to m~rk International Women's Year. Time
magazine picked her as one of the
200 future leaders of the United
States. A skilled debator, she has
participated in many discussions
on sex roles and the macho
culture.
For further information on the
program, please call 3~9-2847.

Computeri System .He.lps ·Match
Students With Occupations
I

The Washington Occupational
Information Service is available
for student's use when they do not
know what occupation to choose,
said Skip Amsden placement officer for arts and sciences.
This service provides a computer and its information consists
of an · excess of 300 occupations
that are continually being added
to.
A student is given a User
Handbook with 24 questions ranging from physical limitation to
desired types of work. The computer matches the logged-in answers to appropriate job possibilities, and then states the
number chosen from the 300. The
list of occupations will be presented by the computer only by
the request of the student.
In the event of a particular job
not being listed as a possibility,
the computer can be asked "why
not?" It will then respond by
showing which answers were incorrect, cancelling that occupation . If desired, the answers may
be changed and the occupation
will be added onto the list.
A 300-word description of job
duties, specialties, wages, work-

ing conditions ana hiring requirements may be attained on
any occupation listed. The computer can also find out current
information on job prospects in
Washington or Portland. Amsden
said this advantage will eventually be made nation wide.
Other advantages of the computer are it can tell how to prepare for a desired occupation; it
will list high school courses that
help in preparing for a field of
work· and it recommends a list of
' degrees, and schools for
courses,
a program ,of study and training.
Amsden said this Washington
Occupational Information Service is available to any student
who can spend thirty minutes of
their time at the computer. "It is
a starting point," said Amsden.
"If the student wants to discuss to
a greater detail, then that's
where I come in."
This is a state wide, system
located in Eastern's Placement
Office in Showalter Hall. According to Amsden, other univer- _
sities, community colleges, and
high schools phone into the computer, giving it a wide application.

FOR SALE"19l2 Vega GT
looks and runs goQd, extra pair
of radial snow ti~es
Leaving country $700
Phone 235-4755 (evenings)
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EWU Nursery Aids Students;:·Kids
By Cyndee Walter
Staff Writer

The Eastern W~shington .University Nursery School located in
Sutton Hall has been a pre-school
laboratory for five year. According to Director and Instructor
Tordis Busskohl. The objectives
of the Nursery School laboratory
are to assist the college students
in applying theoretical knowledge of young children gained in
prerequisite courses into practical application in working with
children in the nursery school
setting.
It also aids the students' understanding of the importance of
continuity and cooperation between home and school by experiencing parent-child-teacher
interactions and relationships in
the nursery school. ·
The departments which use the
nursery school are mainly Home
Economics, Education, Speech,
and Applied Sciences. Occasionally, it is used by students who
are in Parks and Recreation,
Sociology, and Nursing. Each department has a particular course
procedure, for its students to
follow.
The lab-school occasionally has
directive study students who desire some exposure with children
before deciding on a major or
people that want a little 'more
experience before looking for a
job. The instructors try to fit the
learning experience to the needs
of the students.
"Most of the students we get on
the whole are very good with the
small children,''. said Rose Kass,
another instructor. Agreeing with
her, Mrs. Busskohl said, "The
positive attitude they come in
with is very enjoyable."
Two Classes Offered

EWU Nursery School offers
two · pre-school classes. One is
given five days a week, Monday
through Friday from 8: 45 to 12
noon, and is taught by Busskohl.
The other class is offered four
days a week, Monday through
Thursday from 8:45 to 11 a.m.,
and is taught by Kass.
Being a lab~school, they attempt to get a cross section of
small children from the community containing various ethnic
and socio-economic groups. Since
the location is on a university
campus they have a wide selection.
The instructors said the school
tries to provide a balance bet\Veen quiet and active learning
experiences for the children. This
includes both teacher and child
evoked ideas.
The rooms are sectioned off
into separate areas for various
types of activity. There is an area
for climbing apparatus, and for a
listening center which provides
stories and music from a record
player or tape recorder. A housekeeper area allows for role playing where the kids can internalize
their own roles in society. ''There
is no discrimination," said Mrs.
Busskohl, "Every child should
feel he or she has a free choice to
go into any field they wish.''
Other Activities

There are several other places
for activities such as water play,
art work, manipulative materials, and pets.
,
An ttmphasis is put on nutrition
as the children enjoy their morning snacks of fruit or vegetables.
They arrange the food into various shapes and learn whether it
is the root, stalk or flower they
are about to eat. The purpose of

this is to encourage healthy
snacking habits for the kids at
home.
''We try to make sure all we do
is meaningful and appropriate to
the individual child's learning
process," said Kass.
"Yes, we try to expose them to
a selection of things that is
necessary in society," said Busskohl. The children become familiar with numbers and letters,
but according to the two instructors, · these are not forced onto
them or taught in a formal way.
They have a manipulative approach by using games that
associate real numbers with a
correct number of objects. Setting the table for snack-time is
also a one-to-one relationship
experience.
"We rea~ alot of books to the
children," said Kass "Good language development occurs when
they get a chance to talk and
express themselves."
Role playing also extends their
vocabulary, according to Busskohl. "reading well is not enough.
~ids have to understand what
words mean in order to compre..
bend."
....

'

'·

Parents May Help

. A parent cooperative option for
tuition reduction is offered by the
nursery school. It requires parents to work in the classroom
three mornings per week and
attend a weekly seminar in the
afternoon with the college students.
The seminar provides time to
talk about specific needs of children and how these needs can be
met. Learning procedures are
discussed and particular projects
are made up for the older students to do for the kids.
"It is a very valuable experience for parents to see the
ranges of behavior their children
have compared to the otherkids,"
said Busskohl, "It makes them
· see what is really normal."
According to Kass, one-third to
one-half of the parents do participate each year. "It gives a
chance for them to discuss mutual problems of parenting."
Parents of children enrolled in
the four-day-a-week session who
choose this option assist in the
classroom three hours every· other week and attend a seminar
every other week in the afternoon.

A NURSERY SCHOOL student relaxes while hearing the tale of Peter Cottontail.

•

Outside Work Important

The pre-school classes often
venture out into the community
on field trips. They have visited
the 4-H Animal Fair at Cheney
High School, and have gone to a
museum. To stimulate interest,
the kids are asked to bring to
class something old from home
and create their own museum
form objects they are familiar
with.
A protective fence surrounds
an outdoor play area where chilcren can exercise their bodies
and imaginations on both manmade and natural play things.
Bright tricycles and toys, as well
as sand, grass and other earthy
objects, provide the kids with
oppportunities to learn and explore around them.
The nursery school is designed
to provide guarded social experience for kids in dealing with
others of their own age, while
providing them with opportunities for learning that an average
home cannot provide.
"The program is directed toward the total learning of the
child," said Mrs . Busskohl,
"Hopefully it meets all of the
individual needs."

A GROUP SING-ALONG is part of the program provided at the EWU Nursery School where volunteers
assist full-time teachers.

Tawanka Commons
Pe.ck,

TUESDAy 30-Split 'Pea Soup, Pol. Saus/Pot.
Macaroni & Cheese Turk~ Salad Bowl, Cinn. Applesauce.
WEDNESDAY 31-Fr. Onion Soup, Pizza, Ham & Potato
Cass. Meat Salad Bowl, Mixed Vegetabl~~d Bar. .
THURSDAY I-Minestrone Soqp, Hot uogs,'Com Chips,
Pork Fried Rice, Sliced Carrots, Potato Salaa.
.
FRIDAY 2---&otch Broth Soup, Hot Meat Sandwich, Asst.
Casseroles Luncheon Meat Safad, Spinach, Salad Bar.
SATURDAY a-PA/Grapefruit Juice, Apricot Halves, Rice/
Raisins, Hasbrowns, Eggs, Ham Patty, Butterhorn.
SUNDAY 4-V-8 Ju,ce;.Ji'J:uit Cocktail, 1.oom, Hashbrowns,
Eggs Bacon, Watfles/rruit Com_pote.
MONDAY s-cream of tomato Sg_upt...Grilled Cheese Sand.,
Turkey w/Noodles, Frt. Salad w/Frt nrd, Peas.
Tickets are available at Cashier's Office for ten lunches for
only $13.50. Also you may fet an Off-Campus Meal Ticket
good for all meals or only $2.95 per day.

OPORTUNITY ·
Earn up to $3600 or
more this summer.

DETAILS:·
See interviewer
Wednesday, May 30
Showalter Hal
Room 114
Interviews at 11,
1, and 3 o'clock only
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Get Happy

Budget Drinking Reviewed
By Cindi Fine
Associate News Editor

Imbibing research by
Barry Bra thovde, Ray Spanjer
and Chuck St. John
Is there a student among us
who cannot beg, borrow or otherwise obtain the necessary dollar
to buy a schooner of beer and
play a game of ·pool? I doubt it.
No matter how tight the financial
situation one can usually come up
with the money for swilling beer.
However, high-class hard liquor drinking may be another question.
The Easterner, ever alert to the
needs of its readers, has taken on
the problem of economy drinking. The following is a subjective
review of area bars that offer
happy hours, free eats, ladies
nights and good deals. Easterner
staff and editors worked tirelessly researching this article
and now proudly present-

to-cn1p type> are always available and from 3 to 4 p.m.
weekdays there are hors d'
oeuvres or sa~dwiches. There is
usually a $1 special and their 24
oz. Texas beers are always a
good deal. Arrive early if you
want to do any serious drinking
because the place closes at 11
p.m. The western decor and cowgirl waitresses may take some
getting used to.
DOS GRINGOS, N. 4111 Division
* 0 1h D.G. offers free munchies

(tortilla chips and sauce) AND
two-for-one drinks M-F, 4-6 p.m.
Possibly the most comfortable
seating in Spokane-soft couches
that can almost convince you to
stay all night. Well drinks run $1
to $1.10. Specialties include
daquries and cactus coolers ( a
scrumptious tequila drink). Casual folk-type music is offered
after 9 p.m. to a "comfortably
crowded" audience. No cover.
HENRY TEAL'S N. 4415 Division

BARHOPPING ON $5 A DAY

*** 1h Although the drinks are a

[ a students guide to economy

little on the small side and a bit
expensive, Henry Teal makes up
for it by offering a two for one 10
a.m. to 7:30 p.m. every day and
alJ night on Mondays. A top-40
dance band plays Tuesday
through Sunday and o·ccasionally
a rea11y excellent jazz group
appears. Kind of a businessmen's
bar, a dark, smokey atmosphere prevails.
CREPERIE, W. 525 Spokane
Falls Blvd. *** Lots of specials.
The downstairs Creperie lounge
offers well drinks for 85 cents
Monday through Friday from
4:30 to 6 :30. On Tuesday tequila
drinks are 75 cents all night -and
Wednesday is ladies night with 50

drinking]

The following list gives the
necessary info and rates the bars
on a zero to four star scale. For
the uninitiated, "well" drinks
are those made with the house
(cheap) brand of bourbon,
scotch, gin, vodka or rum and a
mixer.
THE LONGHORN BARBEQUE

west Sunset Highway**** There's
no official happy hour here but
the Brands Room tops our list of
fine economy drinking establishments. It's one of the few (if not
the only place). where you'll find
a well drink for less than a dollar
(90 cents) . Free munchies (pota-

cent well drinks. Free hors d'
oeuvres are served 4:30 -6:30.
Tuesday through Sunday a top-40
dance band play~ to a packed ·
house. A comfortable, quiet bar
in the afternoon, the Creperie
gets crazy in the evenings when
regular drink prices are higher.
THE HINDQUARTER, Lincoln
Height~ Shopping Center•• lf.l
Wednesday is the night for 50 cent
drinks for the ladies--men pay 75
cents from 7 to 9 p.m. Fridays
you're treated to free cheese and
crackers . from 4 to 6. A top-40
dance band plays Tuesday
through Saturday from 9: 30 and
that's when the drinks go up 15
cents. Still, if you arrive before
the crowds do it's a comfortable
quiet bar.
THE RED LION MOTOR INN,
I-90 and Sullivan exit.. Monday

through Saturday from 4:30 to
6: 30 the Lemon Tree Lounge
gives you drinks for $2-which is
not any vast savings and they
tend to be small and weak. Fre
hors d' oeuvres are available and
businessmen seem to predominate. Live musk plays later in teh
evening.
SHERATON, N. 332 Spokane
Falls Ct. ** Ever tried to imagine
what your mother would look like
dancing to the Disco Duck? If she
has any secret "Saturday Night
Fever" aspirations, you might
find her here on Wednesday or
Friday from 5:30 to 7 p.m. when
J .J. 's Lounge gives free disco
dance lessons. If you 're just
looking for cheap thrills and
drinks stop by 4 to 8 p.m. Monday
through Saturday for $1.75 double
well drinks. If you're there early
enough 0n Friday and Wednesday you can. pick up on the free

FUN IN THE

SUMMER..
TIME/
Don't let car
problems spoil
--·
your summer fun. With this ad
you can .· have your Toyota or
Datsun Super'' tuned and oil
changed by our
factory-trained
.
technicians,f or just $44.95. This
includes plugs, points, condensor, oil and filter, plus
FREE'' 25 point safety check
for your continued driving
pleasure~ Call us today for
your appointment.
11

Barry Brothovde photo

COMELY COCKTAIL WAITRESS serves refreshments to
dedicated researchers from the EASTERNER during their exhausting night of background work.

seafood munchies (mmmmm
good ! ) and if you fell heir to a
small inheritance be sure to smpe
small inheritance be sure to
sample some of their delicious
and exotic specialty drinks. (I
recommend the Pina Coladas.)
My research assistants insisted I
make note of the waitresses
abbreviated day-glo pink satin
and imitation rhinestone costumes. I was amazed they stayed
on. My assistants were just
amazed.
CASA BLANCA, W. 200 SpOkane
Falls Blvd. ** no, it's not cheap,
but they do have the biggest
Margaritas in Spokane. A bit
overdone perhaps and definately ,
overpriced, but a fun place to go

if you can afford it. There is no
happy hour.
GOLDEN HOUR, University City
Shopping Center. 1h Don't waste
your time. The best thing to be
said for this place is that the
service is prompt. Small, expensive drinks and a happy hour that
ends 15 minutes before the advertised time make it a bad place for
budget-minded students. From 5
to 7 p.m. Monday through Saturday, they have doubles on burbon, scotch, martinis and manhattans for $1.50. It's a small bar
filled with middle-class, middleaged people in polyester suits.
(The Golden Hour is located in .
the middle of a shoppinJ! center-need I say more?

PolieeBeat

A third-degree theft was committed in Morrison Hall the night of
May 17 when $19 was stolen frotn a student's room. Dave Tucker told
Campus Safety he was gone for the evening, but his room mate had
been home all evening·. Some magazines were also stolen, but a stereo,
tapes and tool set were not touched. The only time the room was
unoccupied was when Tucker's roommate took a shower the next
morning. The incident is still ·under investigation.
Two non-descript keys were found outside Tawanka Commons on
May 17.
A light brown wallet was reported stolen from the HPERA women's
locker room May 15. The wallet contained a variety of credit cards
driver's license and social security card. The wallet belonged to ~
Wellpinit woman.

.
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ALSO
TRY OUR
FRESH FRUIT SHAKES
BANANA, STRAWBERRY, PINEAPPLE
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Faculty, Adrninistrato:fs Retire
The retiring faculty and administrators will be honored at a
reception Tuesday, May 30 from
2:00-3:00 p.m. in the Pence Union
Building Council Chambers prior
to the regular Academic Senate
meeting.
Lothspeich willl be honored at a.
no-host luncheon May 31 at noon
in the Pence Union Building. Cost
of the luncheon is $4.
Giles will be honored with a
reception in ~he Placement Office
June 5 at 1:30 p.m.
Heinemann and Nichols will be
honored guest at a picnic the
evening of June 28.

Bob Briscoe

Robert Briscoe was hired to
start a Small Business Progr m
in 1973. He is an Associate ofessor in the Business Dep rtment and has been active in e
American Marketing Assodiation, as Treasurer, in the Spok.ne
chapter.
Briscoe was educated at Washington State University. He 1received his M.B.A. in 1972 and is
Bachelor of Science degree in
1932. He will retire on June 30,
1978.

Bertram Lewis

Bertram Lewis, associate pro- ·
fesor of English, will be retiring
from Eastern this year after
spending a varied career in the
English field.
Lewis came to Eastern in 1964
as a visiting professor and was
hired the following year as an
assistant professor. He was promoted to associate professor in
1970.
He received his B.A. from
Wiley College in Marshall, Texas,
in 1930 and earned his Master's
from the University of Nebraska
in 1937.
In 1970-71 Lewis . received a
Donworth Fellowship to study a
Stanford University.
. Lewis is the author of numerous books and papers.

John Lothspeich

Joe Chatburn

George Stahl

lieorge Stahl has been a rofessor of Physics at EWU smce
1947. He said he got his education
at the Universities of Colort
:ado
and Washington. Stahl's un ergraduate work was done at H on
College in South Dakota. He ill
be retired as of June 30, 1978

Richard Miller

Brent Stark

College Editor Brent Star will
be retiring after ten yea s of
service to Eastern.
Stark's job involved
iting
all university publications like
catalogs and brochures be
! fore
they were sent to the public
Stark worked for the S;kane
Valley Herald for 16 year . .He
then tried his hand at tea hmg
English and jounalism
fore
becoming college editor.
Stark says he has en·oyed
watching the college grow o the
university status and pla s to
continue to follow the gro th of
the university.

Fred Heinemann

Director of Continuing Education Joe Chatburn will be retiring from Eastern after ten
years of service.
Continuing Education deals
with all off-campus courses and
programs offered by Eastern.
Chatburn started at Eastern in
1959 in the education department,
transferred to become director of
the materials center, and later
: became coordinator of summer
sessions in 1965. He still holds this
position.
Chatburn says the cooperation
of the seven area colleges and
universities to offer baccalaureate degrees in Spokane is a "longtime dream come true."
Chatburn plans to stay in Cheney and do some home contracting.

Richard Miller is a professor of
English and has been at Eastern
Washington University for 35
years. He began teaching here in
1940, left for three years during
the war and them returned to
Eastern.
Miller received his Doctorate
degree at the University of Washington, his Master's degree at
. Columbia University and his
Bachelor's degree at the University of Oregon. Among his accomplishments at EWU, Dr. Miller has been Head of the Division
of Languages and Literature for
13 years.
Miller, who has had two daughters graduate from Eastern,
plans to retire on August 31, 1978.

John Lothspeich, director of
University Relations for Eastern,
plans to retire at the end of the
calendar year.
Lothspeich has been at Eastern
for sixteen years. He has worked
with the Continuing Education
Program, as Assistant to the
President, and currently as Director of University Relations.
Before coming to EWU,
Lothspeich worked as a teacher
and as a coach for the Washington Public School System in
Cashmier and Moses Lake.
At 54, Lothspeich plans to
continue working after leaving
Eastern. '1 don't have any definite plans as yet, but I am
considering a number of areas
and am especially interested in
doing legislative work."
Lothspeich has many ties with
Eastern. He did his undergraduate work here and feels that
EWU is an extremely fine institution. He is very enthusiastic
about the programs here, " I will
always support Eastern and possibly will get a greater relaxation
later when I am no longer paid to
say those things."
One of Lothspeich's direct responsibilities has been working
with the legislature to help promote higher education. Lothspeich said the function of Relations director is to promote
Eastern in the community and to
work with the legislature to obtain gr:r: ;s for students, professors, . and' to fund academic programs.

" We have the pow~r to do
anything we want to because of
the expertise of the students and
faculty," the retiring director of
purchasing for Eastern said.
Fred Heinemann will be retiring this June as 181h years of
service at Eastern.
Heinemann started in 1959 as
business manager of the old
student union building, then went
on to become the director of
campus services for two-three
years. He was the director of
auxiliary enterprises until two
and a half year agc when he
became director of purchasing.
Heinemann has witnessed
many changes in his years here.
He says the tremendous growth
of the insititution ia the 1960's
both in enrollment and physical
changes, such as the Fine Arts
Complex, have been the most
impressive.
One of the more memorable
experiences Heinemann has had
was the summer of .1974. During
the summer, Pearce Hall was
used as a 24-hour-a-day hotel for
out-of-state visitors at Expo. Also
that summer, Morrison Ha ll
housed crews of the Burlington
Northern Railroad Company.
Heinemann said another unusual use for Eastern was as a
relocation center for Vietnamese
children.
Retirement is something
Heinemann is looking forward to,
but says his time spent at Eastern has been a " good experience," and attributes this to his ·
close contact with students and
working with such fine people as
Russ Hartman and Fred Johns .
Heinemann will be replaced by
Lee Graese, wh~ is the current
director of campus services.
I

Margaret Nichols

Gerald Estes·

Gerald Estes has been at Eastern si11ce 1961. He is an Associate
Professor in Business Education.
Estes got his M.B.A. from Gonzaga, and did his Post Master
Work at the University of Washington. He received a B.A. degree
at Easi:ern. After 17 years, Estes
plans to retire on J une 30, 1978.

Margaret Nichols is the Accounting Supervisor in the Controllers Office in Showalter Hall.
She has been at Eastern University since 1965.
Nichols was educated in Texas
at Baily Baylor College. She
plans to retire on June 30, 1978
and move to Montana.

Ray Giles
After 32 years of working for
EWU, Ramond Giles is retiring
from his position as Director of
Planning and Placement.
Giles's undergraduate work
was done at Eastern, but his
graduate studies were completed
at New York University. His
retirement date is June 30, 1978.
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Almost

Anything
Goes

--Photos by Will Kuhlman
Photo Editor

.,·

EXPRESSIONS T.E LL THE story .as the members of the Streeter Team attempt to fill the bowls so they can carry the
water to their destination. This event, titled "Seven Leg Irrigation Race," was just one of the events in the "Almost
Anything Goes" held in the mall last Sunday.

'
IN THE BALLOON toss, a canvas backdrop prevented the recievers to see it until it cleared
the
top. These Streeter Hall residents wait in antici.,ation for the next toss.
MEMBERS OF THE faculty team came in second overall. In the picture above
they try their skill at the "Jello Juggle."
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STUDENTS IN THE picture above practice for the caterpiller race. Pearce hall finished first, faculty second and Streeter
Hall third.
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LETTERS

,h. Edifor' ,hould be submimki tp ifie''

"stressed" the above three elements;
Easterner office, in room 119 of the PU$, no IQt•rl
neither have they stressed "reading
· fhan noon Tuesdc,y of each publlcallon week.'
and interpreting college level writing"
All letters - mus1 be signed II') order to be'
nor "understanding and applying such
published. Oue to limited space, the Eosterne/
standard aids to precise statements as
reserves the right to edii letters.
dictionaries."
Possibly as a result of previous
grade infla'tion, the English departDear Editor,
ment has established a group grading
On page 76 of EWU's General
system, which seems to have sucCatalog 1977-78 the following deceeded in solving this problem.
scription of English l 01 "Writing
Since the beginning of the new
American English" appears:
program in the fall of 1976, few "A"
"For students whose pre-college
grades have been given to English 101
background has not emphasized the
students. The question I now ask. is
complexities and subtleties of writing
this/' has this grading arrangement
for a college-level audience. Stress is
unleashed an even greater problem-placed upon reading and interpreting
grade deflation?
college- level writing; recognizing the
For example, in this quarter's recent
range and diversity of. American
mid-term exams only 1 of 220 students
English dialects;· understanding and
received an "A"; this paper was given
applying such standard aids to precise
on 90 percent.
statements as dictionaries; undertakThe grade distribution in Dr. Parker's
ing familiarization with library reChemistry 151 class in Fall 1977 differs
sources; attempting thorough appligreatly from these mid-term grades, 12
cation of the rules and conventions of
of his 39 students obtained at least a
edited American English (including
3.5. In comparison to the seven English
basic sentence patterns, punctuation,
students whose mid-term essays recapitalization, and spelling); and received a 3.5 or above, a Chemistry
gular practice at facility in the simpler
student has almost ten times greater
forms of college writing, including the
chance of obtaining tnis grade than
exami~ation essay, the reading report,
the unfortunate English student.
and summary of precis." ·
I could give additional examples of
In the structure of this description,
this kind, but space is limited. Faced
"stress" seems to be applied equally
with these overwhelming and depresto all elements of the course.
- sing odds, why should the "B
writer
I have a number of criticisms to
work hard to improve his (her) grade?
make about the English 101 program.
This system seems to offer n<? such
The standard English 101 text, Plain
incentive.
English Rhetoric and Reader, does not
Another added attraction of
this
J
contain information dealing with
course is that although the student
"American English dialects," the "exwrites approximately 8 or 9 essays
amination essay," and the "reading
during the quarter, only 50% of his
report." Students in various 101 cour(her) grade is assigned to tt,at work.
The remaining half is based strictly
ses agree their instructors have not

Eng : 1Dl Cr.iticisr.ris

upon the two final essays: This works

·jOl

out that 50% of the English
grade is
derived from only 7% o the total
classroom hours.
For fear of prejudicin
the next
evaluator, the anonymous lnstructor is

not allowed by the syste _ to make
comments or marks of any ind on the
mid-term or final essays. This may
ding accuracy, and certai ly inhibits
the students' ability to lea~n because
he or she receives no help ul criticis·m
on the areas needing impr vement.
If it is so important not o bias the
second reader, I don't unde stand why
English 101 instructors are n t required
to mark on Xerox copies of he essays.
I have several other critic isms of the
English 101 course, but the Jissues that
I've mentioned disturb mel the most.
Since other students ma
feel as
str~:mgly as I, perhaps a Stu ent Survey
is necessary to poll the opi ions of all
those who have taken Eng ish l 01 in
the past. two years. If t e student
government leaders woul
organize
such a surv~y, I think this would
provide a valuable service ~o the EWU
student .body.
Sincerely,
1

1

Valef ie Stejskal
English 01 student

+"
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Bias in East,trr:,er
Dear Editor:
I
In the last issue of the EastJ~rner I felt
you were quite bias in your writings. I
along with many others going to
Eastern feel this is no wa to run a
college paper. This may ha~e been ok
in high school but come n ow, we're
1
not still on that level.
I further felt there was n4 reason to

bring up the old issue of Wiegelt and
Webb not going to their committee
meetings, because a few of the
legislators don't make it to theirs
either.
Moving on to the second page of
"juicy" paper I thought it was incompetent on your part to cal I the
Wiegelt campaign the "Incompetent
Alternative." You may be pro frat but
I'll bet next year's A.s: gets more done
than this year's.
·
Then on to page four, I love the way
you changed around the Leg. positions. You knew who was frat associated so why not switch most of the
names and give them top billing.
Also on page four more of your bias
showed up when you gave both
Jennifer and Kim a bigger write-up
than Ron and Fred.
Now for the biggie, page six in
which you sir yourself tells a pack of
lies. I can say this for I've worked with
these people and know these stories
aren't true.
You talk ·about influence in the A.S.
government but you forgot to mention
there are four paying executive positions in the A.S. and right now they are
all held by frat members. All of these
positions except Pres. were appointed
positions until the Constitution passed
and Wallingford stepped up to Vice
President and another frat member
was appointed to his vacancy. (Talk
about one-sided).
That paragraph about giving legislators cabinet positions is outrageous.
Even if I had lost I wouldn't have
expected a cabinet position. Ron
doesn't operate that way.
I'm getting tired of reading this
second rate print. You as the editor
should make sure what you're printing
is facts. Why not go out and get the
facts first hand, instead of gossip.

.

Student Collec1itte for Social Change
We, as students, would like to ,.mind the administration that w,'re still here.
The results of the last Faculty Promotion proc888 glaringly indi ta that the process as
evolved undermines the input and interests of the student body. Alt ough the bylaws specifically stipulate the inclusion of student evaluations, such are of little value and totally
inadequate in their present form. past practice tends to indicate tha student evaluations are
applied subjectively and in a non-uniform . manner. While soma in tructor_s actively solicit
student support in the form of letters and recommendations, most ~re left with incomplete
and ill-conceived standardized classroom forms which reduce teaFhing competence to a
series of numbers.
I
As an alternative, we would suggest that the current evaluatibn procea be carefully

scrutinized and dramatically revised to permit a more humane, worthy, and effective
student evaluation process.
What is the purpose of this process and what advantages are ~re In ranking faculty?
We question the necessity of ranking faculty according to criterl which are always and
necessarily subjective and arbitrary and which have little relation t teaching effectiveness
and our educational experience . .The professor submits him .or he If to the process for the
reward of status. Such status distinctions are of no concrete value o er than to discriminate
and divide the faculty.
Overall, this process onl\, damages our learning environment As we are somewhat
essential to the educational l·>l"OC888, we believe that our input is o major value. As· tuition
continues to rise, the value of our education is worth 1888 and , . Are we receiving the
service we pay forl Are faculty recognized for Intellectual and
ching excellence or for
playing political-promotional games?
It is a rather old tactic of administration to wait out complaine and critics--eventually
we all go away. We hope that before the next pro1notion-evaluatio period the faculty and
students will look hard and long at such a process which only divid and demoralizes. .
We would like to congratulate those faculty who eamed their recent promotions. For
those who were not recognized, we want you to know that stud nt and peer respect is
extended at a level above the promotional process. In a number of
rticular cases this year
the respect held by students and colleagues has been ignored. We · ope that you rise above
the demoralization of this process to sea its objective worth.
Pat Malone, Jane Grafton, Rod Wheeland, Steve Hockey, Peg Benson, Jenn(fer Boulanger, Dick Huber,
Ruth Hall, Dave Ba,1ey, Diana Rainwater, Jeff Stimson, Randy Zauhar, Jo Lefler, Brad Bettencourt,
Robin Sanders, Rich Johnson, Eugene Hunter, Gary Berkhouser, Nora Fa ell, Alan Schmitz, Diane
Allemand, Rich Mason

Melody lewis
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For Safety's Sake?
Safety is one of the major reasons given for the proposed
closure of two major parking lots on campus. By closing these
key lots, one by the PUB and the other between Tawanka,
Patterson and Monroe Hall, the campus Planning Committee
says it will help to eliminate auto-pedestrian hazards now see':'
in these two parking lots.
When these lots close, the commuters and o!h~rs needing t.o
park on campus will either have to resort to the streets or park in
the proposed lots to be built on the other side of Washington
Street behind Woodward Field and North of the Pavilion.
According to Campus Safety, there has never been a
pedestrian--auto accident reported·in any of the parking lots on
Campus. However, at the open meeting of the campus p.lanning
committee held May 23,·a citizen of Cheney told of an accident
involving his wife (on f~ot) and an auto on Washington Street.
By increasing the number of pedestrians having to cross
Washington Street on foot coming from their new parking
facilities won't it, in fact, help to increase the number of
pedestrians in lots since the drivers must get out of their parked
cars to get to their destination? Are the drivers as aware of
people crossing the street?

SOUND OFF
What is the most imporita riat thi.ng for Rolil Weigelt
to keep. in mind. as A.S. Presiderat?

Lots 10 and 15 are said to be in the "core" of Eastern's
campus. Since Showalter's lot seems to be included in the
"campus core" by the same standards it should be the first to go
since it is also toward the Cheney side. Since parking lots are
planned for the area of campus toward Woodward Field, why
spend all tbe money to move lot 10 one block?
Keep Lot 10 and 15 and all the other lots... we are a commuter
university and need the parking space. Any safety problems can
be handled in. other forms of improvements.

Mike Miller, Graduate, Psych.:

''To respond more effectively to
the voices and needs of the
students."

Be Active For 351
One of the sadde.st phrases in use today is used by a majority
of people between the ages of 14 and death: "Oh, politics just
·doesn't interest me."
Well, granted, to many people a discussion as to whether
Jimmy Carter will be a one-term President or the Senate will ( or
will not) ratify a new SALT Treaty is more effective than a
couple of sleeping pills. A -regrettable, albeit understandable,
attitude.
In one issue, however, enlightened self-interest seems to
have made inroads, if not carried the day. The issue?---Lowering the drinking age from 21 to 19 years, of course.
For the past few weeks, Denver Parmenter and Marc Lindsey
have had a booth on the PUB's Main Street, during which time
they have collected over 200 signatures to put initiative 351 on
the November ballot. According to Lindsey, this figure does not
take into account all the petitions in the dorms and local Cheney
bars.
It isn't too difficult to understand why the apoliticos are for
once.reacting. Partying is one of the main ways to relax after or
during a rough week. For social activities, many people drive to
the state line because they, their friends or dates are too young
to be served in Washington.
Certainly, there are as many con arguments as there are pro,
and hopefully, the issue will be settled in November. It is not
the purpose of this editorial to address either. Rather, it is to
offer congratulations to Lindsey, Parmenter and all the
signees---both those who can argue for hours the merits of SALT
or Carter's 1980 chances and those who .:ould care less about
international and national affairs, but who will celebrate those
as well as other things.

/'

Mike Cantlon; Graduate Student;
Special Ed: "I feel that one

Lynette Lynch, Library Staff:

''He should remember his campaign promises and check back
during each quarter to see if he
kept any of them."

vitally important issue is that of
student rights on campus."

Jean Aspaas; Junior, Nursing:

"Not to go back on his word and
do what he promises to do."

Constance Reed: Sophomore;
Special Ed: "I'm an apathetic
student so 1 have no_idea what he

promised and what he should
achieve while in office. He should
just keep his word as any honest,
conscientious should."

r, Jl15...__
--~Lt:1~1er
__________________________

~
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Randy Muszynski; Senior; RTV: "He should remember that

his job is to s~rve all (or at least
the common majority) of the
EWU students-not just a select
few."
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Gay Group Needed
Dear Editor:
This letter is to Eastern's Student
Body ...
Pullman hos
a gay community
supported and funded by their student
body. What would EWU think about
starting a gay community here which
would possibly be funded by our own
A .S.? Pullman's gay organization {Goy
Awareness Committee) recieves $500
per year, half of which would surely
be sufficient to maintain a gay
organization here at Eastern.
A gay community could serve' as a
politically active, as well .as a socially
active group that would schedule
events around the interests of the
people involved in the organization.
It could become a reputable spokesman for gay rights.
A function of such a group might be
to inform people that homosexuals are
as respectable and straight forward (s~ ·
to speak) as heterosexuals.
It would be nice to see some of the
misconceptiions about gays cleared
up.
We ask the students to think about it
and write to the Easterner. Maybe we
con get something going! ·
"Bugs"

, Yellow Journalism
Dear Edi tor:
Your editorial in last week's Easterner was a concentration of yellow
journalism. Your libel intent against an
A .S. Presidential Candidate was uncalled for. Most of what you wrote
either displayed a , bias position
against Ron Wiegelt, or to an extreme
you expected a r:ole of "Pontious
Pilot."
To be editor is not to say you are
immune to responsible journalism. If
you wish to continue to use coercive
techniques through printed matter-then resign your position!
Concerned Reader,
Gary Hern

Jhe Money Crunch
Editor:
In a time when money is tight and
several educational programs at EWU
are already deteriorating in quality, H.
George Administration . continues to
squeeze budgets and manipulate
funding for his athletic empire, oblivious to the common se nse fact that
in the future money will only g et
tighter and athle tics will only want
more .
Whe re will it come from?
I suggest that if the Administration
is d e termined to flail away with mad
sche mes it should at least drop.
football a la Gonzaga and use the
savings to finance other sports. What
with the tre m e n;dous cost of scholarships, equipme nt, transportation, etc.,
there is just no way EWU con become a
Big Sky football contender without
damaging other a ctivities.
It is also sod <!.ir,d shameful that
vario us Departments in the "University" must resort to offering bullshit
classes to boost atte ndance so the y can
g et funding for less p opular but
necessary classes. "Psy chology in Sci e nce Fiction," for example. I do not
suggest that the Psych. Departme nt is
e vil or underhanded; I me rely p o int
o ut the f o olishness of spe nding two
hundred a nd fifty tho usand d o llars o n
rituali stic competitio ns whe n educati on can't e ve n stay above w a ter.
Ano the r e xa mple is the Eng lish
Depa rtme nt, wh ich hos been f orced to
drop classes and offer o the rs o nly once
e very two years or lo nger b ecause
re la tive ly sma ll numbers of stude nts

sign up for the classes. This policy will
allow the administration to confiscate
thirty percent of my S & A fees for two
or three quarters more than I had
anticipated, so I suppose its good
business. Personally I think it stinks.
Culture _is being sold out because the
powers only define worth of education
in terms of dollars and immediately

hire-able graduates. The public wants
to see moneymakers, not artists and
actors and writers. This is known as the
~'Community College Syndrome" and
1s , partly responsible for decreased
enrollment in four-year universities.
I think too that .the administration
fails to see the trend among students
to desire social activities in which they
can participate themselves, such as
intramurals, concerts, outdoor recreation, tennis, racquetball, and so on.
People come to EWU to get an
education and/or have fun for four
yea~s s<? they can get cushy jobs, not to
cultivate rah-rah-go-fight-win high
school mentalities. I'm sure Dr. Frederickson is a literate man, is familiar
with these words from Machiavelli :
" ... for the great majority of mankind
are satisfied with appearances, os
though they were realities, and are
often more influenced by things that
seem than by those that are."
Fred Skinner

Support Weigelt
Dear Editor: •
As a regular reader of this periodical I found your article "Uncouth
Candidate" disappointing, poorly researched and very unethical.
Before we go any further it should
be menfjoned that I helped with the
campaign of one Mr. · Wiegelt's so
called lackeys,. who also was one of
the best qualified candidates running
for leg. This meant that I was working
side by side with Ron and Fred's
workers and I knew of almost everything they did. But I openly supported
and voted for Jennifer Boulanger in
the past election.

To my knowledge Ror;i never ·claimed the frat rigs electi"o'n s ' as you
claimed in this editorial. P\s a matter of
fact in a personal conversation with
Mr. Weigelt I mentioned certain
questionable. things that other candi dates and their campaign crews had
done he never allowed himself to
really cut them down. And in a forum
in the PUB Ron was asked "if this had
been a clean campaign." He answered that it was far from being a rigged
campaign.
And knowing three of the five
legislative candidates you called "lackeys" I feel you owe them a big
apology for they ran because they felt
they could improve the government in
this school not because they were
recruited or any other selfish reason.
They wi 11 represent the students as
well if not better than any other leg.
members. Concerning the claim that if
they lost (and some did) that they
would get cabinet positions, if you hod
bothered to look into the campaign
platforms you would have found that
Ron wants graduate students in his
cabinet. None of these candidates are
graduate students.
As for the "Questionable tangible
benefits" Ron has accomplished your
definition of "ground work." It may
also be pointed out that nothing is ever
accomplished by one man alone.
While you claim Ron failed to attend
the meetings of the committee, your
paper stated that he was censured for
his participation concerning the Undergraduate Affairs Council. This
makes no references to any other
committees.

'

LETTERS
Your last paragra hp acc using We ige lt and his pe ople of rem oving sig ns
and brochures of other candidates was
to!ally uncalled for and if any such
things happened they were isolated
eve~ts and hod no bearing on th e
quality of candidate that Ron was
I hope the students of EWU can · see
through th is barrage of B.S. and
realr~e that we had two very fine
candidates and the winner d eserves
all our support.
Sincerely,
Clarke Veach

Eat Right I
Dear Editor:
You are what you eat!
Sugar--moinly white sugar is a no. 1
killer--1 know that they put sugar in
can~e?, as well as many other foods,
so 1t 1s wise to check into organic

',.

foods_. Most people do not get enough
protein. Protein is a body-builder-people need vitamins and minerals
also! Vitamin A has been proven, as
well as Vitamin D to be good for the
eyes. Vitamin B is a nerve builder and
good for the mind. If you have a
chemical imbalance, I recommend

.

a.n ti S and niacin. By the way--pumpkin seeds are ·good for tha prostrate
glands, raisins are full of iron and
more women than men do not get
enough iron. Vitamin C is good for flu
a~d ~olds. taken in high dosage. ·
Vitamin E 1s a sex vitamin as well as
endur«:3nce etc. People need enzymes,
too! F~r you people who like to try
new things I recommend trying peanut
butter on apples! Tastes good! In
closing I' d like to say that if · you're
serious about your health buy a book
called Know Your Nutrition.

It is also apparent you are not
familiar with the fire escapes in our
dorm when you say that not allowing
P.S. If you· have never taken niacin
handicapped people past the third
floor is an infringement of their right to . tablets, you may start to feel hot and
choose where they live. Much of the · itchy all over for a few hours and one
more thing--suicides occur with people
time there are levels in our fire
who aren't eating right.
escapes that are without lights, makP.S. Alcohol destroys B vitamin.
ing them very difficult to walk down.
Your faithful comb player
Having to carry people down the stairs
Roy Larson
in an emergency could easily endanger p eoples lives.

Booby n ·a tch

by Mike Moulton
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Enlertainmenl .··
Tonight Show Trumpet
Player Is Performing Here
Con1 Candoli, lead trumpet of
the NBC Tonight Show Orchestra, will present a clinic and
concert at Eastern Washington
University today and this evening.
Candoli will perform.in concert
with the EWU Jazz Ensemble in
the Showalter Auditorium at 8
p.m. Admission to the concert is
$2 for adults and $1 for any
Eastern Student with a cw·rent
student ID card.
Candoli will also present a free
clinic today at' 3:30 p.m. in the

Music Building Recital Hall.
Backing Candoli for the clinic
will be the Arnie Carruthers Trio.
Candoli, one of the top studio
musicians in Hollywood, has been
in the brass section of the Tonight
Show for the last ten years. He
has recorded with the top names
in show business, including
Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby and
Sammy Davis Junior. He has also
recorded with such contempo-.
rary groups as Blood, Sweat and
Tears, John Lennon, Chicago,
The Doobie Brothers and Dave
Mason.

Graduate Art Show

Begins Next Week
A three-person art show entitled Vial Images opens May 30 in
the PUB Dove Gallery. The exhibition will be a collection of
ceramic and neon sculpture,

The show will run in the PUB
Dove Gallery from 12 noon to 4
p.m. A special reception will be
held on May 30 from 7-9 p.m., to
which the public is invited.

painting and batik by three Eastern Washington University graduate students, Patty Haag, Lynn
Davis and Linda Krause.

The exhibit is sponsored by the
Eastern Washington University
Department of Art and the EWU
Associated Students.
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By Ray Spanjer
Entertainment Editor

Frank Zappa has a reputation
for being weird.
As the epitome of bizarre-satire
rock, he has been cranking out
tunes for over 10 years now and
most would have to say he has
come a long way from the days
that he and his band The Mothers
of Invention, slid toy animals
down wires with hoses between
their legs, while whipped cream
sprayed over the audience.
But Zappa has not lost that
strange, sexually rude sense of
humor, rather he has developed it
into an art form.
Frank has never appealed to a,
broad bunch of the public with his
albums or performance techniques. Apostrophe, his most
commercial LP sold gold. The
other bucketful of albums that he
has created have not fared so
well.
Even so, Zappa's own brand of
rock-jazz compositions, bizarre
lyrics and sizzling, faster-thanlight guitar maneuvering have
gained him rabid worshippers.
Zappa's double-live album recorded at New York's Felt Forum, and appropriately titled,
Zappa In New York is a set
consisting of old and new classics, beautifully recorded.
It's a perfect "taster" album
for those who have never been
confronted by Zappa and his
behavior and a must for the
Zappamaniacs that have followed this master along his 10
year-plus trek.
The two-album set is painfully
instrumented by a host of fantastically talented ~usicians. In-
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ON CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT
Concert: Jazz Ensemble with Conte Candoli, Guest Artist Trumpet, Showalter
Auditorium, 8 p.m.
May 25
Recital: Voice Faculty Recital, Music Building Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
May 25-26 Exhibition: Harrison Branch. Photography Exhibit, Eastern Photography ··••••
••••••
Gallery, 8-5 p.m.
··••••
May 25-26 Exhibition: Barry Johnson, 3-D Fabric, EWU Gallery of Art, 8-5 p.m.

••••••
••••·· May 25
••••••
••••··

- I~

::::::
••••••
•••••·
••••••
•••••·
::::::

••••••

••••••
::::::

May 25-26

:::::I
••••••
:::::I
··••••
••••••
··••••

May 26
:::::: May 27

Exhibition: Jo Lynn Jones, Senior Exhibition, Pence Union Building Gallery, 8-5
pm
•
•
Recital:
Jayne Thomas, Junior Piano Recital, Music Building Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
Marathon: MDA Bike-A-Thon, Phase Parking Lot, 9:30 a .m.
::::::

•••••· May 29
•••••· May 29

MEMORIAL DAY-·---NO CLASSES
Exhibition: Graduate Show, Pence Union Building Gallery, 8-5 p.m.

:::::: May 29-31
:::::: May 30-31
•.•••··
• ••••

Recital : Obregon-Zyskowski, Faculty Recital, Music Building Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
Exhibition : Annual EWU Art Student Juried Show, Eastern Washington Gallery :::::.
••••••
of Art, 8-5 p.m.

I:::::

Exhibition: EWU Student Photography Exhibit, Eastern Photography Gallery,
••••••
8 -5 p.m. .
•••••
Movie: Alice's Restaurant, PUB Multipurpose Room, 7 p.m.

•••••·
••••••
••••··

••••••
••••••

••····
••••••
••••••
••••••

May 30-31

••••·
•••••·
••••··
May 31

••••••

•••fl•• May
•·····
I::::: May

I:::::
••••••
••••••
••••••
••••••
••••••
••••••
••••••

31
31
May 31

••••••
••••••

·•••••
··•••

·····:

••••••
••••••

:::::1

••••••
••••••

:::::1

·••••1
•••••

Recital: Area Recital; Musjc Building Recital Hall, 3 p.m.
Recital: Donna Aldridge, Piano, Music Building Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
Sign-off: KEWC-FM and AM sign off air until next Fall, 12 Noon

•

I Promise Not To Come In
Your Mouth is a jazz venture that
sounds if it comes from the Grand
Wazoo or WakaJaWaka era. It
runs nicely into Big Leg Emma, a
rollicking, oldie tune about overweight d.ates.
Sofa, is a jazz waltz variation of
the original song that was on the
One Slze Fits All LP. In this
version, Zappa souls up the tune
with a saJ solo.
Manx ·~eeds Woman is an extremely complex, syncopated
jazz number that rushes into a
drum solo caned Black Page 1,
which is in turn followed by a
discoish strain called Black Page
2.

A big minus point related to
this LP is the high list price of it
and the low time of actual music
recorded. There is only about 60
minutes of actual music on this
double album.
Honey Don't You Want a Man
Like Me is a Be-Bop love tune
FRANK ZAPPA'S NEW ALBUM, Zappa Live in New York is
full of bizzare and entertaining
lyrics, as well as some exceptional instrumentation by some
fantastic artists.

with the lead guitar, conduction
and lead vocal duties.
Live In New York is a sparkling
clear recording of some rather
interesting songs. The set starts
with Tltties and Beer, a pubicnostalgic romp through the
make-out period of yesteryear
and today.
The tune's inane lyrics take the
listener on a juvenile jaunt
thro1.1gh the world of teenage
relationships, this time with a
strange twist. The song is a
discoish bopper that has DynaMoe-Humm undertones.

with an unusual ending and one of
the high points of the album is the
Illinois Enema Bandit a tune
about a burglar who administered enemas to all of his robbery
victims. Don Pardo, ·of Saturday
Night Live fame testifies in the
opening minutes of the number
that it is indeed a true story.
.

The entire length of Side 4 is
devoted to a song called the
Purple Lagoon, originally done
on Saturday Night Live. It is a
songwriter's horror, with triple
S's and 16's and syncopated madness throughout. The song amazes the listener in its entire 16
minutes.of fury.
Zappa Live In New York pro-

bably won't sell the copies .. .it
just isn't a commercial LP. But
for those who are intrigued by the
strange and talented songwriter
and musician with the initials
F .Z., it is an album that should be
looked into.

•••••••

LIVETIME: DARYL HALL AND JOHN OATES-Hall and Oates'
sound is dependent upon the studio. The clean, sparkling resonance of
their albums is due, mostly to great recording techniques and endless
takes, until perfection is acheived. That's why their first live LP is a
happy surprise... unlike most bands, who sound fantastic studio
albums and like a tin can on live albums, Hall and Oates really shine
on this one. The stage presence has also injected an energy that is not
noticable on the studio LP's, into the music;. The flawless stage sound
of this album is due, partly to the musicians. Thr~ of Elton John's
band me.m bers are now playing with Hall and Oates, Caleb Quaye,
Roger Pope and: Kenny Passarelli. The songs are all. gems on this
album. Included are Rich Girl. Do What You Want, Sara Smile and an
exciting version of The Emptyness. Hand O's next studio LP is due for
July release, and hopefully it will come close to the quality of this
recording. An A-minus for a fine album.

·····1

Jerry Brown and Linda Ronstadt caused a furor at Warren Zevon's
recent
show in L'. A. A minor panic ensued when the two were barraged by
OFF CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT
photographers an~ fans ...... Fleetwood Mac bassist John McVie was
•••••• May 25-31 Play : Damn Yankees, Spokane Civic Theatre, 8 p.m.
marri~ to Julie Robbins in Los Angeles. The main topic at the reception
••••• May 27
Play : The Frog Prince, Spokane Civic Theatre, 10 a .m. and 1 p.m.
followmg seemed to be the new Fleetwood Mac LP, still in formative
•••••• May 27
Mime : Theatre of Silence, Music Building Auditorium, SFC~, 7:30 p.m.
st~ges..... Van Morrison is hard at work on Wavelength, a new LP set for
••••••
mid-summer release ..... Richard Perry is producing Leo Sayer's new one
••••••
and
John Lennon is currently considering an acting role in a movie called ·
•••••
BAR ENTERTAINMENT
••••
Stre~t Messia~ which will be produced by William Levy..... A party for
e~•···
Wilhe Nelson m New York yielded an interesting jam. James Taylor
Soundtrack ...................................... ... ................... ......... :.......................Red Lion Motor Inn!::::
Flash ............... ........................... .... ...................... ........................ ............. Goofy's, Spokane ••••
joined Willie onstage for Bartender Blues, John BelusJii contributed
•.•••·· One Hand Clapping ...................... ............................ ... .................... .. ....... Washboard Willie's ::::
Jailhouse Rock and Bill Murray did a debut with What'd I Say ..... Davld
•••·· SS~ddrohs
· ' Aramanda .. ... .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. ... . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. .. ..... . .. . . ... . . . .. . . . .... .. . . . . .. . . ... . ..JJ'
••••
Bowie ~as finished his North American and European Tour and a live
. . s Sh
C era~n ~::::
album 1s expected soon from those dates..... Bruce Springsteen has just
••••·· 1 es ow ······· ···········: ······· .............. ............... ............... ........................ ................. r eper1e ~··••
released a smgle called Prove It All Night and his forthcoming album (his
:::::: . Feelgood .......... .... ...................... ............................ ... .................... ...........Kon Tiki, Stateline ••••
•••••· Th um per . . .. . .. . ... . .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .... . . . .. .. . ... . .. . .. . . . .... .. . . ... .. ... . . . . . .. . ... . .. . . . . . .. ... . . .. .. ... .Aquar1us
. II ••••
fir.s t since Spring '75) is called Darkness At The ·E dge Town.: .. .Led
Zeppelin is currently working on a studio album in Wales and the Guess
•••·· Stone Johnny Band ........................ ..... .... ............................. ...... Rathskellar's, Coeur d'Alene ::::
Freedom Express ................................ ........................ ...... .. ...................... ........... .. Mainsail ::::. Who have a LP in the formation stages..... Leo Sayer will come to the
Season Street. ............. ................. .......... ...................... ................... ... ........ Holding Company ••••• ~pokane ?pera House with Yvonne Elliman on June 15. ~dy Gibb will be
•••••••
m the Cohseum on June 8 and Boz Scaggs is scheduled for the Coliseum on
.
. .... . . . ."' . . . . . . . . .
....
...
. . . . . - . . .,.
·:-;•
June 14.....The concert committee here at the college is working on a
• • "0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
possible Frank Zappa date for next Fall.
·
~

I•····
J

eluded in the lineup are The
Brecker Brothers on horns, Lou
Marani on flute, Ronnie Cuber on
baritone sax, Tom Malone on
trombone, David Samuels on
Timpani and Ruthie Underwood
on percussion and synthesizer.
Making up the front of the group
is Ray White on Rhythm guitar,
Eddie Jobson on keyboards, Pa-,
- trick O'Hearn on bass and Terry
Bozzio on drums. Don Pardo
makes an appearance on one
song with some "sophisticated
narration." Frank tops all the bill

•••••
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:::::
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ZCJppa's Live Album: Bizarre Treat
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White _Takes
High Jurnp ,
By Brien Lautman
Sports Writer

The Eastern Washington University men's track team, playing what many might consider a
"David" role amongst "Goliath"
competition, fought their way to
an outstanding fourth place finish
in last weekend's National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics Track and Field Cha.mpionships in Abilene, Texas.
The Eagles had to compete
aganist many larger schools and
squads, but according to EWU
head Coach Jerry Martin, his
team came out looking very
strong despite the small contingent of tracksters that were
taken.
"We brought only 10 individuals with us, while many of the
schools had twenty to thirty
people," he said. "I feel we
performed as -well as we were
capable of, the guys just did an
outstanding job, we didn't have
one let down from anyone on the
whole team."
The Eagles were far from
letting down as they placed six of
ten competitors in the top ten,
with sophomore spring sensation
Victor White leading the way
with two individual national titles
in the high jump and triple jump
events. White jumped 6-10 in
preliminary high jumping to
qualify for the final and then
popped a 7-0 leap that gave hi_m
the title. In the triple jump Vic
was again nothing short of sensational as he bounded his way to
a distance of 51-6 in the prelims
before winning the final with a
slightly more modest jump of
50-4.
.
"Vic did all the stuff he is
capable of doing;'' commented
Martin on White's double win performance. "It had rained about
one inch just before the high
jump final and everyone was
having quite a bit of footing
trouble, but Vic just hung in
there and did really well in a
tense situation," he added.
Other outstanding efforts for
Eastern Washington in the field
evens came from javelin ace
Chuck Van Matre and long jumpei: George Hodges as the pair
finished well up in the standi_ngs
in their respective events.
Van Matre, who finished fourth
overall, relied on consistency
throwing the stick 206 feet the
first day of competition and then
hurling it 209-10 the following day
in the finals to give him fourth.
"Chuck was just really consistent all the way through," said
Martin. "Most guys he threw
against would throw in the 180's
or 190's for most of the time and
then get one good throw off the
200's, but Van Matre threw consistently in the 200's."
In the long Hodges also relied
on consistency as he flew to a
seventh place finish overall with
a final ..jump of 24-5, although he
managed a slightly better jump
in the prelims of 24-8.
"Hodges really came through .
for us and jumped just great,"
commented Martin, "he's just. a
super athlete and completed a

great career at Eastern with his
performance."
Turning to the running portion
of Eastern 's squad it was again a
two man show as the distance
pair of Rick Becker and Rick
Adams captured three top ten
placings between themselves,
with Becker nabbing an outstanding second place finish in the
10,000 meter run with a time of
30:48.31, while Adams was four
places back in sixth with a
32:05.27 clocking. Adams also
managed to grab another sixth
place finish in the 5,000 meter run
breaking the tape in 14:10.52,
comple~ing a grueling double performance.
''Adams had just two really

fine performances in the 5,000
and 10,000," said Martin. "And
then there's Becker, never count
the roadrunner out. He came up
with just a super effort for a
second in the 10,000," he added.
The Eag1es only sprinter, Jim
Lust, although not making a fina1
heat came up with a strong
performance in the 200 meter
dash with a time of 21.6, falling
just short of a qualifying berth.
In the marathon the Eagle's
Jesse Briones and Dennis Wingerter finished in 17th and 18th
place respectively, while Doug
Radick had to drop out after the
fifteen mile mark with a severe
blood blister. Briones and Wingerter were clocked in 2: 37 .17 and

2:38.41.
"Our marathoners ran well
despite the ·heat (upper 90's ),"
said Martin.," and believe it nor
not those guys (Briones and
Wingerter) were only a few minutes off placing."
According to Martin the Eagles
regular season track schedule
now comes to a close although
there will be some all-comers
me~s later this spring for those
wishing to still compete.
All in all, Eastern Washington
Track will lose seven people to
graduation which will include:
Hodges, Lust, Van Matre, Mike
Hadway, Wingerter, Briones and
Radick.
Although these graduates will

be sorely missed Martin will not
exactly be worrying about his
teams chances again next year.
" We could possibly have our
best year ever next year,'' he
said. But when asked about a
chance at a possible national
championship Mart in had to
laugh.
"We do not have the budget to
win a national championship," he
said. "Teams such as meet winner Texas Southern and runnerup Adams State have track budgets as big as our whole athletic
budget. We can always bring ten
quality guys to a national competition, but other teams with more
money are able to bring twenty to
thirty."

Five On All.Conference Tea,n .
Jack led the Eagles with .a .374
batting average as well as in hits
(34), homeruns (7), RBI's (36),
and walks (25). His totals in the
HF, RBI, and walk departments
were also good enough to set a
new school record and to lead the
league.
Jimmy, meanwhile piled up six
homers and scored 25 runs while
finishing the year with a .314
average. He led the EvCo in runs
scored and set a school record
with his 25 tallies.
Tim Van Doren was second
on the team with 19 runs batted in
and scored 19 times, playing a
tough centerfield to earn his
appointment. The junior slammed two homers and a teamleading eight doubles tq end up at
.268.
Mick Jackson .was. selected as
the E-vCo firstbaseman after batting .313 and rapping out four
roundtrippers. He tied Van Doren

with 19 RBl's of his own.
Dave Cullen started and completed three important games for
the Eagles near the end of the
year to garner one of the all-star
pitching spots. Cullen won two of
those games, one each against
Central and Southern Oregon,
and held powerful LC State to just
five hits and one earned run,
picking up the loss in the first
District playoff game. These
clutch performances earned Ctdlen the respect of the all-star
voters and a 4-5 final record.
Cullen was the Eagle's and
EvCo's "iron man" pitcher, leading the conference in innings
pitched, 66 1/:J, while compiling a
4-5 record and a 5.70 era.
Ironically, EWU's Barry Pof-

fenroth, who batted .340, ninth
best in the circuit was passed up
in the voting.
. As a team the Eagles set school
records for most runs· (18), hits
(255), RBI's (168), homeruns ( 23 )
and doubleplays (26). The 29 runs
that they scored against SOC in
the third conference playoff
game was a team as well as an
EvCo record.
In looking ahead to next season
the Eags lose only three seniors .
to graduation. "Jack Flannery,
Tom Zuber, and Rob Chalmers
are the only players who will not
be able to play next year," said
Coach Chissus, "so we are already looking forward to another
fine season."
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Entries for the Peter K.
Bozanich Memorial Golf Tournament, to be held June 2 at Liberty
Lake Golf Course, will be accepted until the day of the tournament according to organizers of
the event.
The tourney will be . organized
into three divisions, two handicapped and one callaway with
trophies and prizes awarded in
each division. Tee off will be at
noon, June' 2, and continue to 3
p.m .

Proceeds from the tournament
will help benefit the Bozanich
Memorial Scholarship Fund.
For further information or tee
times call 359-2285.

By Dennis Hays
Sports Writer· ·
Jimmy and Jack Flannery,
Tim Van Doren, Mick Jackson
and Dave Cullen were all selected
to the Evergreen Conference allstar team, to top off the finest
season in many years for Eastern
Washington University. EWU
finished the season with a 15-17
record, 15-10 versus NAIA opponents, and on the way managed
to win the EvCo championship.
The Eagles were finally ousted
from post-season play by sixthranked Lewis-Clark State in the
District playoffs.
Speaking of District J., EWU.
added to this season's accomplishments by placing two team
members on the All-District
squad. Both Jim and Jack Flannery were selected, at shortstop
and catcher res~tively, and
Ed Chissus was appointed as the
all-star coach.
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Ev Co All- Conference T earns
(Northern and Southern Divisions)
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~::::,:. NORTHERN:
11111111 Catcher
········
.
:::::::: First
Base
········
:~::::: Second Base
:•:•:•:• Shortstop
::::::::
:····•···
=~~:: Third Base
::::=::: Outf.ield
...•...•
···•···•
:•:•:•:•
········
::::::::
•···•·•·
········
::::::::
........
···•····
::::::::
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::::=:::
):l:l:l: Designated Hitter
········
,........
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,•••••.•1
:::::::::
SOUTHERN
:,:,:,:,: .
::=::::: Pitcher
•'• •'•
:' :::::::
·•••·•·· Catcher
:::::::::
lillllll
First Base
.....•..
S
:::::::: econd Base
!•:···~
:::::::: Shortstop
::::::::
•... •'• Third Base
~::::::
•:•:•:•:
-:=:::::: Utjlity
:,:,:,:,:
•
:::::::: Outfield
,::::::::
......,
:·•·•·•··
:::::::
:lilllill Designated Hitter

::::::::

--Jack Flannery, Eastern Washington
--Mick Jaekson, Eastern Wash'mgton
--Mike Beeson, Central Washington
--Jim Flannery, Eastern Washington --Jay Buckley, Central Washington
--Roger Valentine, Central Washington
--T m VanD oren, E ast ern Was h.mgton
--Kelly Smith, Western Washington
--Marv McKenzie, Western Washington
--F rank Lucare11'1, Wes tern Was h'mgton
--Ken Aries, Central Washington
--Dave Cullen, Eastern Washington
--Vito Lucarelli, Western Washington
--Fred Trujillo, Eastern Oregon
--John McLaughlin, Southern Oregon
--Steve Azevedo, Southern Oregon
--Doug Lulay, Oregon College
J oams,
. 0 regon Co11ege
--Ph'l
1
--John White, Southern Oregon
--Jerome Hognaki, Eastern Oregon
--Bruce Reece, Oregon College
--Mark Rieger, Eastern Oregon
--Brad Rice, Eastern Oregon
--Harry Mauch, Southern Oregon
--Roger Lorenzen, Oregon College
--Russ Miller, Eastern Oregon
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Jou r n e y n tries Open
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Football Meeting
The EWU football team will
hold a spring meeting to discuss
plans for the 1978 season, Thursday, May 25 at 3 pm in room 103 of
the PE Classroom Building, according to coach John Masengals.
" We like to have one organizational meeting before everyone
goes home for the summer,"
Masengale said.
The Eagles open Sept. 16 at
Carroll College in Helena, Montana and return home the following week against Whitworth.
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Soccer Club
Forming at EWU

..... .

All those interested in playing
inter-collegiate soccer for Eastern come to room 1002 in Patterson Hall at 3:30 p.m . on Tuesday May 30.
Teams in the league are WSU,
Central, Whitman, U. of Idaho, U.
of Montana, Whitworth, Gonzaga
and Eastern Oregon.
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La st year's Bozanich tournament
winner--Randy Allen

/"

Portabie TV special

Black & White 9"-16"
sale prices: $94-$159

Town & Country TV, Inc.
317 First

Chen·ey

235-6122

Jobs and Careers. in Columbia Basin
If you arie interested in working and living in one of the
fastest growing areas in the Northwest.
wri~e today to Eastern Washington Employment Agency:
\

, 321 South Beach, Moses Lake, WA 98837

(509) 765-1213
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Maple Valley, Wash. , May
19 , 1978. A 103 year-old
former Rainier brewery worker now living at the FirsofJoy
rest home here, claims that
the secret to the exact location of the buried ancient Rainier Brewery is contained in
the placement of an old cast
iron statue standing near the
present-day brewery.
Ormie Stultz, who worked
at the brewery in the late nineteenth century, and who was
present at the statue's rededication at Rainier's Diamond
Jubilee in 1953, told brewologist "Hap" Holstetter that the
statue, the sun, and the buried
brewery are intertwined in a
precise but obscure geometric relationship. "Why else
would they have put th~t statue up in back on the hillside.
wh e re nobody ca n see it?''
Stultz demanded.
Holstetter and Professor
Horton Lacombe of the Tacoma Institute of Parahistorical Research have been
excavating the presumed site
of the ancient brewery, approximately 50 yards north of
the o ld statue, for the past
month at a location where
several relics were found
earlier.
The additional evidence
provided by Stultz seems to
confirm that Lacombe and
Holstetter are working in approximately the correct area,
but casts doubt on the precise
location of the initial exploratory digs.
According to Stultz, the
statue was moved to its p·resent location at the insistence
of another old brewmastor
whose hobby was astrology.
"H claimed that when the
sun shone on the first Sunday
after the first full moon after
-che 15th of October, the pilsner glass held by the figure
would cast a shadow on the
buried fermenting cellar:' said
Stultz. "He also claimed that
if there was a full moon within
four days, the shadow cast
would show where the old
bottles were washed. His
name was Elvin Dalton. He
wasn't German, but he was
strong-willed like all those old
brewmasters. I guess that's
why the Rainier brass did
what he said-they we re
afraid Elvin would get mad if
they didn't;'
Stultz claims that he actually saw the original brewery,
now the subject of the extensive excavations, as a small
boy. Stultz was 3 when the
brewery was founded in 1878.
"There was no Airport Wa~
in them days:' Stultz recalled
with a chuckle. "Heck, there
was no airport. No planes.
The Duwamish River kinda'
wandered around under Beacon Hill. Heimrich 's old Rainier Brewery was at the end of
a muddy wagon road. But it
was a beautiful sight to see.
All shiny and golden and copoer in the sun. What a brew-

Centenarian Ornie Stultz, left, tells brewologist
''Hap" Holstetter his theories about the lost brewery.

ery it was! Course, it seemed
bigger to me than it was actually, because 1 was just a kid'.'
Stultz later was employed
as a bottle-washer in another
Rainier brewery near the
same site. A bachelor, he
served in the Spanish-American War and later became a
labor organizer for the International Workers of the
World. In the 1920's he
worked on the Great Northern Railway as a brakeman,
and during the depression
joined the Merchant Marine,
where he finished a long and
varied life of work as an en. gine room wiper. He retired in
1951 to devote more time to
his hobby, raising geraniums.
He has resided at Firs of Joy
since 1968. "The nurses are
real nice and the food ain't
bad at an:· Stultz said with enthusiasm.
The old brewery worker recalls his invitation to the 1953
dedication of the statue with
affection. "It was real nice of
them, because hardly anyone
except Elvin Dalton remembe red that I had worked
there. Boy, it was a real
whing-ding. Plenty of· free
Rainier and lots of Big Shots.
Old Elvin had 'em put that
statue exactly where he wanted it. He wanted to be sure
that if anyone wanted to dig
up the old brewery sometime
in the future, they'd have a
way of locating it'.'
Holstetter said that Dalton's calculations would be

incorporated into future digs,
but that it was unfortunately
impractical to wait until October or November and see if

Stultz's souvenir tiepin commemorates the 1953
Diamond Jubi lee of Ra inier Beer.

the shadow would be cast as
predicted. "It's too risky. Besides, the sun hardly ever
shines around here in Novem-

ber:' said Holstetter. Mean·
while, excavation is continu·
ing near the statue.

The ''L:o st !Jre"!ery''
-What Scientists
Believe Now
Rainier Beer was brewed at the old
brewery of Stultz's recollection from 1878
until expansion caused the brewery to
be moved to larger quarters at the Bayview Brewery nearby. It was a time of
mammoth g~ological movement in the
Duwamish River basin. Many acres of
tidelands were filled· in, creating the
Duwamish Waterway and Harbor Island.
In J904 Rainier had grown to become
the largest industrial installation in the
state, and the brewery was moved to new
and larger quarters in Georgetown, a few
miles south. An ornate cast-iron statue of
a Rheinmaiden was commissioned and
cast in Germany, then shipped to Georgetown where it became the centerpiece of
a fountain at the new brewery, until
Prohibition.
Meanwhile, rubble and dust began to
collect around the original brewery. 1t
suffered additional decay during Prohibition, and after repeal. it was buried under
rubble as the Bayview Brewery nearby
was completely rebuilt. Freeway con-

Rainier Brewing Company, Seattle, Washington

struction during the 1960's buried the
ancient brewery even deeper under the
strata of the ages.

DOES THIS STATUE UNLOCK THE SECRETS
OF THE ANCIENT BREWERY?

